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Abstract 

In the post-modem world, all nations9 inchding Canada and Que'bec, are cultural 

hybrids. Identities are also hybrid, as many dafaent components contn-bute to their 

composition, including gender, class, race and nationality. Formed and transformed m a 

post-modem society, cultural and personal k b t i t k  are as complex and fiagmned as 

their social landscape. Geographical, cultural and social displacement offers a rich terrain 

for exploring the complexity of national and selfdefinition. Displacement often results in a 

broadening of one's perspective, providing insight into the "Other's" point of view. 

Subsequently, crossing borders can kad to a recognition of the fluidity and multiplicity of  

both personal and collective identities. Jacques P o W s  V o h a g e n  Blues, Margaret 

Atwood's Bodilv Harm, Jane Urquhart's The Underpainter, and Regine Robin's 

0u~'becoite are four contemporary Caaadian or QuCb&ois novels which explore personal 

displacement, each one ilfustrating how it affecfs both the process of identity formation 

and the individual's perception of Canada or Que'bec, 

Key Words: Atwood, Poulia, Robin, Urquhart, Canada, Qukbec, novel, displacement, 

identity, myths, gender, postmodern, globalization 
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Introduction 

In the post-modem world, all are culhnal hybrids @all, "(Zuestion" 617). 

Canada and Que'bec, whose populations consist of people with oorigias all over the world, 

might be seen as cultural collages which exemplify the diversity located wabin territorial 

boundaries. Identitk are also hybrid, as many differem components contribute to their 

composition, including gender, ckss, race and nationality. Individuals must embrace, 

consciously or uaconsciously, many different and often conflicting subject positions, which 

also resuhs in identities with many k t s .  Formed and transformed in a post-modem 

society, cultural and personal identities are a s  complex and Sagmented as their socbl 

landscape- Geographical, cultural and social displacement offers a rich terrain for 

exploring the complexity of national and selfdefinition Displacement often results in a 

broadening of one's perspective, providing insight into the Wther's" point of view. The 

subsequent changes that occur in one's worldview can lead to a recognition of the fluidity 

and multiplicity of both personal and coIlective identities Volkswwen Blues, Bodily 

Harm, The Underpainter, and La Oue5ite are four contemporary Canadian or 

QueWcois novels which explore personal displacement, each one illustrating in a distinct 

manner how it affects both the process o f  identity formation and the indivdual's 

perception of Canada or QueIbec. 

The novel, as a vehicle of cultural production and expression, examines the d u e s  

associated with c6so~ial representations, institutional traditions, and historical memory" 

(Cote 470). It can therefore serve as an excellent tool for the exploration of complex 

constructions of personal and national identity. The identities of post-modem subjects are 

*PeQ and mvolve multiple hgments. As Stuart Hall argues, WE national 



cultures into which we are born are o w  of the principal sources of culturd identity" (Hiall, 

c'Question" 61 1). However, not literafly imprinted in our genes, the make-up ofculhlral 

identities is subject to change- In ''traditionaln or pre-modern societies recurrent social 

practices dominate: "the past is honoured and symbols are valued because they contain 

and perpetuate the experience of generationsY' (Anthony Giddens qtd. in IM, 'Questiony' 

599). 'Modemy7 socEetEes, by contrast, involve constaut, rapid and permanent change, 

where "social practices are constant@ examined and reformed m the light of incoming 

information about those very practices, thus condtutiveIy altering their character" 

(Giddens qtd in Hall, cQuesti~nn 599). Globabtion plays an important role in the 

questioning of social practices and therefore in the evohriog definition ofcultural 

identities. Anthony McGrew argues that globalization refers to "those processes, 

operating on a global scale, which cut across national boundaries, integrating and 

connecting communities and organizations m new space-time combinationsy making the 

world m reality more interconnected" (qtd in Hi& CQuestionyy 619). With the movement 

of people in and out ofvariou'i places and c u b ,  societies are no longer C'well-boded 

systems," nor is the definition of a cultural identity strictly c o a .  Rathery the 

phenomenon of migration, one particularly innuential sinca World War II, "hss led to a 

'pluralization' of fnatnal cultures and national identities" (Hall, 'Questiony' 62627). Witbin 

these national cultures individuals a d  their social practices are exposed to difference, 

whether through their own comings and goings or those of others. Displacement resuhs m 

exposure to 'cothemess" and it complicates or sets m motion traditionaily fixed social and 

cultuml boundaries. Novels which recount or represent such an experience of movement 



are almost ahrays "oriented towards vadous changes, or vadous levels of change, [even] 

hopes of change" (Cote 471), paaicuhtly those invohring identity- 

Volkswanen Blues. Bodihr Hana The UnderDainter, and La Lac-ite are dl 

novels which deal with the crossing of borders, borders which are geographical, but also 

c6socid, c u b d ,  lastautiomd, ' national and historical* (Cote 471). In the tkst  chapter of 

this thesis, an e xarnination of Jacques Poulin's Vokmmzen Blues and Mirgaret Atwood's 

Bodih, Harm reveats some of the effects ofleaving one's ho112eIand. As characters Ieave 

and look back to their countryy they are f ord  to re-examine their coktive and personal 

histories, their culture, their belie& and therefore their identities Both novels 

in the phase of post-modem literature which works to define and then deconstruct national 

myths and identity (Hutcheon, Introduction 6). The novels differ m that Poulin's text 

o t t i  allegorical c b t e r s ,  whereas Atwood's focuses its more traditional fictional 

realism through its main character. Although the discussion of VoIkswagen Blues deals 

with the cultural issues the novel allegorizes, while that of B o a  Harm is directed more 

towards an exploration of character, both readings address the personal and collective 

evolutions that can result h m  travel away from a homeland's physical and social 

boundaries. In the second chapter we will again consider ow  novel fiom EngIish Canada 

and one from Qukbec. The protagonists of The Underminter by Jaw Urquhart and La 

OucWcoite by Regine Robin are both outsiders who are displaced into English (hnada or 

QueTbec. Once again, the Q u e ! i i s  novel deals more explicitly with cultural issues, 

whereas the English Canadian novel focuses on its main character's personal experience of 

crossing borders. However, they each descrii how the movement of outsiders into 

Canada or Que'bec has ao impact on both the displaced individud and the country they 



have entered. Although these four novels come h m  two d . i  culaual conmrmdl 
* C 

es 

and descn'be opposite directions of movement in rehtion to them, they all fimction as 

illustrations of how displscement iafluences the process of identifbtbn, rendering it 

' h r e  open-ended, variable, and problematic'' (Ra9 "Questionn 598). 



Chapter One 

Leaving Home: Revising Myths of Selfand Other 

One of the more striking katures of post-modm gkbaliPlton bas been tk 

movement of Iarge numbers of people within and between cuhres, exposing societies to 

difference and culhnaI diversity- SocioIogist K Robins argues that the crossing of borders 

fundamentally challenges the "comforts of Tradition... by the imperative to forge a new 

self-representation based upon the respom'b~ks of cultural transfation" (qtd m Hall, 

'Question" 627)- Jques  Poulin's VolkswaPen Blues and Uargaret Atwood's Bod* 

Ham both illustrate the efkts of travel, ofcultural and social displacement, on one's 

view of oneselfand others. The movement beyond the borders of one's own country 

encourages a udialectic of identities" (Hall, 'Question'' 627), not only between Selfand 

Other, but also between the Selfone was and newer, evolving or emerging aspects of 

one's cultural identity. In this respect, both novels can be seen as representative of certain 

trends in the 1980s, each one underfig the fluid and p l d  qualities of -post-modern 

identities, which tend to be less iked and confind than tradaonal ones. The displacement 

of their protagonists leads to a revision of the rn* that articulate personal and cultural 

identities. As each novel do lds ,  the protagonists gain a new awareness of the political, 

historical and social situations that surround them, both at home and abroad. At the same 

time, some of the founding myths of Canada and Que'bec begin to crumble, and identities 

change. 

VOLKSWAGEN BLUES 



In QueTbec, after the Failed referendum of 1980, there is a new tendency to explore 

the hybrid and heterogeneous aspects o f  the nation'sL cultural identity. Using 

displacement as a key device for selfe xamination, this decade's expbration of Q u e W i S  

identities often takes the shape of  geographical and spiritual quests across North -ca 

In a similar manner, the literature of  Quek  takes on a new shape: "t'espace du roman 

que-is &late, se &pami en tous sens (en toutes Amtkiques), en une contiguration de 

d@Iacements, tra., ders-retoufs, pour revenir sm et en sortir, rezmuvekx sa 

forme, prkiser ses mythesn (Mailhot 19). According to critic Anne Miirie Miraglia, 

several contemporary Quewois novels, like Vokswagen Blues, suggest that "la question 

identitaire au Que'bec ne saurait se rhudre qm par la r&uphtion de l'avenhaier et par 

la rt5appropriation de L'Am&iq~ey' ~'Rt5cit" 30). Through his novel, Poulin reconciles 

'Thornme q u ~ ~ i s  avec sa d e d d e  continentale" (Moreq, "Penm~mce'~ 213) and 

examines the American part of the Qw%cois identity with its co-ordinatkg myths- 

In "Le &it de voyage ea qete de L'Am&iq~e," MiragIia describes how % 

queMcit6" appears to be based on the coexistence of 'la fkmitti" and "I'dricanitt?' of 

we*. For Miraglia, "la fbncitt?' implies the liaguistic and cultural heritage imported 

fiom the old world, where 6 c ~ d c a n i t P  refers to the geographical, historical and 

spiritual belonging of Qu&c to North America In Volkswaaen Blues, Que*bec's duality 

of ' ~ c i t 6 "  and "am&icaaift?' coincides with the dichotomy of the sedentary and tbe 

nomad, the two types of colonizers who populated Que'bec (Mimgiia, 'Wkit'' 3 1). In the 

past, Que'bec vdorised the sedentary and agricultural French Caaad$n over the 

adventurous coureur de bois, but the 'bkits de voyagey' of the eighties mark a positive 

' I will ref- to QuebeF as a "nation" throughout my thesis, since Q u h  is liwd as a nation (rather than 



turn toward the nomadic IifestyIe. The protagonists of these novels, older and more 

intellectual Que-is, break the confbrmhg mould ofa stationary H e  and follow the 

adventurers of their collective past Jack Waterman and La G r d e  hi tere l l ,  the 

protagonists of Voksvqen Blues, traverse North America l h m  the Gasp5 to California, 

making Poulin's novel not only ''m *it de voyageyy but, more speci f idy,  'tme histoire 

dricaine" : 

un roman dans lequel L'auteur met en &ne un ou ph-skurs personnages qye-ois 

qui, ayant fbchi la h n W  qui &pare, divise et unit le Que'bec et les EMS-unis, 

partent a la dkowerte o m  seulement de b c u b  a m & b b  mais aussi de Ieur 

propre identit6 cdturek. modgson & Sarkonak 27) 

Poulin's work fimctions as an "histoire amtkicaine," as he explores and reveals Que'bec's 

cultural identities by presenting the North American setting? and its associated 

geographical, historical and mythological themes, h m  a Quewois  perspec-tive. 

The Great American Dream" is one of the best known d influential myths of 

America. In the past, people left Europe and various parts of the New World, including 

Quebec, to go west to a lvld t& seemed filled with hope. This land represented the 

possibility of happiness and material success, as well as a chance fbr a new begianing. 

Open to all dreams, America became the Promised Land. Although Jack and Lu Grande 

SauterereNe are travelling across North America more than a century after the first piowers, 

the Amerinzm Dream still greatly influences Jack: 

L'mrique! Chaque his qu'il entendait prononcer ce mot, Jack sentait bouger 

quelque chose au milieu des brumes qui obscurcissaient son cerveau. OJn bateau 

as a province or a 'distinct society') by a dear majmity of its inteUectuaIs and writers. 



larguait ses amarres et quittaa lentement la terre ferme-) C'W une 

envelopp6e de soweoirs t& anciens - une idee qu'8 appeiait k "Giand M e  de 

1'Mrique." (Poulhr 1 00) 

He descri'bes how the myth has crumbled o v a  time, but can re-ignite like a fire h m  

smouldering ashes (Poulin 101). The cedzscovery of a mysterious postcard initiates k k ' s  

journey d quest to fhd his missing older brother, ThBo. Poulin's carelidand appropriate 

placement o f  the postcard in Walter Chapman% The M e n  heam suggests that the 

myths surrounding America may be both personalized and internalized by his protagonist 

and, therefore, by QueMois in generaL The "Great American Dream" ~ b o ~  the 

physical and spiritual needs that motivated the voyage of the pioneers. Although not the 

explicit reason for their quest, Jack and Lu G d e  2huferelZe also have spiritual needs 

that motivate them, as they desire seK-confidence, h i ,  happiness and adventure. Jack 

is reminded of the "Great American Dream" by the sights he sees, inchding Toronto's 

Royal Bank Plaza The building's golden windows rekindle the myth within him, d he 

exclaims that, "C't5tait comme s i  tous les &ves &kmt encore p0ss~Ies9' (Poulin 79). Like 

the pioneers and adventurers of  the past, Jack invests hope in the vast land stretched 

before him_ 

As Jack Waterman and LQ G r d e  Smrrerele voyage, they follow the footsteps of  

the pioneers and re-create the discovery of the American West. They provide a modem 

version of the opening of the West, reinvesting m the "Great American Dreamn by keeping 

it in their horizon The protagonists travel diagonally across the continent, but their 

journey m America is not limited to traversing physical frontiers. They also voyage in thne 

through memory and intertextuality, as their routes and their choice of readings re-trace 



the paths of past adventurers, pioneers, emjgrants and W. Through its expicit 

interterrtuajity, Vollcswagen Blues absorbs and transforms several books, rendering the 

protagonists' journey not only a modem exploration of America, but an investigation of its 

French past, its myths, and its literature (Mirag& "Lecture" 57). of the books they 

read and discuss are linked to the exploration of America, with their themes oftravel to 

the unknown, and the quest for happioess. These books idwme Jack's reconnection to 

North Aumica., both spiritually and physicaUyysicaUy He h o b  a deep admidon for tk spirit 

and actions of past travellers* He quotes h m  Benoit Brollillette's La Pk&mtbn du 

- expressiag his admiration for the Canadian continent &cab IXW les Canadhs hmzus, 

voyageurs, "qyi sont les miera faas pour supporter, en leur q&t! de pagayem, les 

rigueurs d'une exp&iition en canot... En tant que voyageurs, les Canadens &dent en 

eEet les meillem 6logesy' (Poulin 46). Jack also considers the pioneers, who gave up 

everything to follow their dreams, incrediily courageous people (Poulin 133). He a d  La 

Grmde Sauterelle use The h e o n  Trail Revisited by Gregory U Framwa to guide them 

in their journey, and as they read about the pioneers they begin to identify with them. 

considering them their fiends. Poulb dedicates the majority of chapter nineteen to a 

discussion of this book, and elsewhere makes reference to other North American texts 

such as Jack Kerouack's On the Road. Readers learn that Jack Wat-. like his 

brother, appreciates and is encouraged by the Beatnik author's M e  for risk mi 

adventure. As Jack travels geographically and h i s t o r i  deeper into the continent, he 

finds himselfckoming more and more part of the continent, and his culhnal identity 

desned by r i J  history and geography, the Unaed States incMed" (Wmterbum 281). 



The disphcement ofJack and La Gronde Srnrerellle forces a rupture with the 

closed and W ~ J  space ofQuek society, seadiag them on an i n t d  exploration, 

Throughout theirjou~ney~ the protagonists gather clues about the location and past of 

Thb, but he is only the ostensi'ble reason for their missioa The d quest, though 

unconfessed, is that of identity. Readers know the male protagonist only by his 

pseudonym, Jack Waterman, He is an unssdi,cfied writer who is discontent with the style 

ofhk We and his writing7 and is unsure of what to write about next. Jack leaves Que'bec 

hoping to hi Thh, who represents his double or 'la partie de m-m&ne qui a oubE de 

vivre7' (Poulin 137). Through a mixture of memory and haghation, Jack has transformed 

Thdo into a mythic character. As he tells stories to Lu G r d e  Sauterelle, 

la silhouette de son fike grandissait et prenait phce dans une galerie imaginaire ou 

se trouvait une t5traclge coktion de personnages, parmi kcpels on pouvait 

recomaitre hhurice Richard, Ernest Hemitlgway, Jim Clark, Louis Riel, Burt 

Lancaster, Kit Carson, La Vkdrye,  Vincent Van Gogh, Davy Crocket ... 

(Poulin 217) 

Jack associates his brother strongly with both past and present heroic figures, admating 

that Thdo is 'P moX6 vrai et a mow mvent6" (Poulin 137). He considers him a modem 

adventurer and links him to their childhood hero, ~tienne B d 6 ,  a legendary coureur de 

bois. According to Jack, T h b  also resembles the pioneers because, like them, his brother 

"ktait absolument convaincu qu 'il etait capable de faire tout ce qu 'il voulair" (Poulin 

137). While travelling across the continent in search of M, Jack carries with him the 

myth of the '%hat American Beam," hoping for an improved seKhage and the more 

intense lifestyle he associates with his brother and his heroes. 



Travel leads to a wide range ofcomplex ex@ences where the practices of 

crossing and interacting with others trouble common assumptions about a culture 

@4cDowell208). lack's interaction with IocaIs and La Grande ieereiZerelle, as well as his 

state of uextra-territ~rialitC," force him to reexamhe the myths concerning the 

development and the founders of America By association, he also re-examines the myth 

of his brother. When m the Toronto Li'braryrelle, J k  leams b r n  tbe Pinkerton that his 

glorification of ~tienne BrW has been misguided, The Pinkerton shocks Jack by calling 

the wureur de bois a bum. Later, La Grande SbutereIIe explains how lack's hero had 

flouted the morals of both Whites and Indiens who, m the end, had lost their patience and 

killed him (Poulin 77).   ti em re B W s  dual status as hero and bum is similar to that of 

Jack's brother. Thee's character and reputation become increasingly ambiguous as the 

protagonists accumulate information and piece together the clues of his mysterious past. 

Jack becomes particularly upset when he learns that his brother had been jailed for 

possession of a timum without a permit. While m Kansas City, seeking fiuther 

information, the protagonists read in an old issue of  the Eunniner that Theo had been 

accused of beating a museum guard while attempting to steal a historical document- 

Although The% has a cthninal record, Jack still wants him to be a hero and he defeads his 

brother's actions, concluding that etait un nationaliste- PeutGtre mkne un membre 

du F.L.Q. Il pensait que la carte kt& un document original et il vouhit l'enlever aux 

Mains pour la ramner au Quek'' (Poulin 146). IecL clings d e b t &  to his 

childhood image of Thee, but his understanding of the myths of -ca9s explorers 

slowly begins to change as conflicting interpretations of The0 and his heroes multiply. 



At the end of VoIkswanen BhKs, the protagonists find TMo, but not the heroic 

man for whom they were Looking- When Jack and LQ G d e  Smderelle first arrive in San 

Francisco they find a photo of TMo, but the inscription underneath says or@ 

C'UNIDENTII;IED MAN." Jack notes that T e s t  un peu wmme s'ils dipaient 'un hottune 

sans importance', son?"' (J'oulin 267). When they eventually find ThBo, he suffers fiom 

creepingparalysis, speaks only EQ&h and has no recollection of his brother- Wah tbe 

final image of Th60 as 'b bonmse rampaot sur le sol wmme un insecte" (Po& 286)' 

Jack sees the lhnaations of the "Gieat American Dream'' and its power begins to Me.  

Jack must h e  the tnah that nothing of his childhood image of Theo remains, and he 

admits that perhaps he loved only '?'image que je m'6tais M e  de lui" ( P o - h  289)- He 

must also realize that America, like Que'bec* is not the Promised Land. By reading 

Oregon Trail Revisited, Jack and La Grande Sauferelle learn that the %reat American 

Dream" fided 30,000 &grants as welk "'They didn't make it.' Ces higrants - des 

hornmes et des femmes, des vieux et d a  jeunes et des e&. - n76taient pas rendus a 

destinatio~~ Ils etaient morts en route avec leurs rPvesY' (Poulin 184). Metaphorically9 

Th60 has also died. According to critics Hodgson and Sarkooak, Wo's  creeping 

pudysis  is a linguistic and culhnal '"makdie," that should be taken as a warning against 

the dangers of arnericanizafion (34). The protagonists of "les histoires dairies" go to 

the United States looking for adventure, a way to renew themselves, and for lost aspects 

of their past identity, but Poulin's novel reveals that cTMrique, c'est le reve &me, le 

Grand reve dont il Gut pourtant se dveiller ap& qu'il nous a nounis" (Mailhot 25). 

Jack Waterman's mteractions with La Grande Sbuterelle also iafhrence him to re- 

evaluate the foundational myths pfAmerica's development. Throughout the novel, La 



Grmde SiztdereIIe ttempers Jack's excitement for these myths with a revision of history. 

Her identity as a Mi3isse, along with her marginal position in society and vast kmwledge 

of history* render her an appropriate "exploder of myths" ~Wmterburn 282). As the 

protagonists expiore the Myth ofthe W e  they m m t  it and recognize the importance of 

their forefitthem, La G r d e  SautereIle m particular. Wdh a Montagaaise mother and a 

French fkther, la G r d e  deerelIe7 whose red name is PMmine, represents ' b e  figure 

dtonymique des passages historiques qui s'attachent i decrire le pass6 des Blancs et des 

hdiens" (J?aterson 607). PMmine tells Jack of several incidents of Whites ki[lhig Indiaos, 

and of how they considered them inferior. She leads him to new perspectives on his 

heroes, like Butfflo Bill, and on the overall development of the West: '% &moire 

amkindieme r&&Ie ainsi la fke cachde d'une autre Am6rique" (Hard, Voleur 180). 

Poulin uses the Amerrndran 
. .  

figme as an element of postcolonial discourse to 

demythologize the superiority of the Em-e colonizer, and to destabilize the 

offical version of history (Vautier, Tomparative" 7). The presentation of PSmine's 

perspective illustrates the hgmented nature of history, the fact that it can have d i f f i t  

interpretations and can take Werent directions. She breaks the linear unfolding of official 

history, rendering absolute conclusions impssiiIe. In Le Voleur de parcours, Simon 

Hare1 remarks that Vokswagen Blues is 'h roman d'ouverture" because '% pose la 

probl&natique de l'identitk qu&dcoise en la de'busquant dans ses Sesdients htasmes de 

fondation" (165). Poulin uses Pit&mine to undermiae tbe traditional historical 

perspective, as well as those aspects of identity which build upon it. 

According to critic Jean Morency, 'k personnages du roman communient avec pe 

mythe dricain], allant jusqu'a caiquer leur dtamorphose sur celle qu'l raconte 116- 



mihe" ("Conclusiony' 233). &ugh somewhat reluctant to accept all M Pit- 

teaches him, Jack eventually declares "pue toute 1'- a && cocoostruite sur la 

violence" (Poulin 129). The degradation of Ar&etica's image parallek the disintegration of 

the grand image of Theo and the French adventurers (Miraglia, %&it" 34). Throughout 

the novel Etsdmine acts as a guide to help clear Jack's head, where 'V y a une esp&x de 

brume permanente et tout est e m b c o ~  (Poulin 22), but at one point he becomes 

overwheImed with his new knowledge. Upset by his growing awareness ofthe past's 

violence, and of the ambiguous nature of his heroes, Jack enters into Ye wlaplexe du 

scaphandrier," a state similiar to a deep depression. When he surfcaces, a transfoxmation in 

his conscience has begun and he is closer to accepting the paradoxical nature of America 

His voyage fiom the Gasp6 to San Francisco allows him to re-connect with his past 

history, but also reveals a less romanticized version of America's discovery. Jack is now 

aware of the ''Great American Dream'syy incapacity to satisfy all human hopes and desires. 

Despite the deep ambiguity of America's myths and past, Poulin's novel illustrates a post- 

Referendum tendency in Que'bec to assume "son appartenance au continent amckicain, sa 

participation historique a l'&ploration et a l'6tablissement de PAm&ique du Nora kf; 

son amkicanife" (Mbgb, 'R&it" 34). 

c2'6canifd 'y is one response to Que'bec's situation after the $iied referendum 

of 1980. The 1960s and the 1970s were decades of strong nationalist sentiment and 

political navel-gazing. On November 15, 1976, the Parti Qu6kois, headed by tkz 

pop& Re& Uvesque, took power in Que'bec, working hard for the nationys 

sovereignty. This period of hope and nationalist ferv~ur~ however, was followed by crisis 

and disenchantment. Confident after all their effort, the P d  Que-is decided to hold a 



referendum on May 20,1980, but the result was sbatterhg, as 59.9% voted %on" 

(Weiomum & ChamberIand 241). The f k k e  of the Referendum, along with '4a crise de 

176nergie et la dkp-on &onom*que qui subent [avaient] pour c o ~ u e ~ ' ~  m e  

profode restructuration de plusieurs domaines d'activitt5 et [tmtmbht] me mutation 

socioculturelle* (Weinmann & Chamberland 240). In 1962, Hubert Aquin had written an 

essay called ''The Cultural Fatigue ofFrench Canada," explaining CC~uitud -en as: 

a kind ofcollective guilt-complex, a psychological state induced by an aanneness 

of belonging to a colonized minority-, it is characterized by a sense of dispossession 

which takes the form of ccseIf-punishrnent, masochism, a sense of unworthiness, 

'depression,' the lack of enthusiasm and vigout." (Pmdy, Introduction xv) 

In his introduction to a collection of essays by Aquin, Anthony Purdy argues that "cultural 

ktigue" may be a relevant and meanin@ expression to d e r i  Que'bec after the 

Referendum of 1980 (xviiii, as tbe nation risked entering a deep political depression. In 

the eighties, there was a tendency for QueWcois to turn away h m  the sourness of defat, 

looking outward for escape and a means to re-invent themselves. Que'bec's connection to 

France did not &ce, and a movement toward English Canada was taboo, remioding 

Quebec of the Conquest, and the depressing paradigm of cccolonized and wlonjzer." To 

avoid the c4cultural &tigue9' associated with this paradigm, QueeC then turned South and 

explored the American part of its identity, fiuther distinguishing the nation fiom Frame. 

lack's voyage across America can, therefore, be seen as a cathartic one, as he attempts to 

bring himself out of a state of personal and collective depression. Vokswagen Blues 

illustrates how "I'&riCaniten emerges as a poststnationalist discourse which emphasizes 

an expanding view of Que-is identities. 



Since the 1980s heterogeneity has become a privileged problematic m Que%, 

where the concepts of cultural acceptance, phwlity, m e ,  indet etmimtknaad 

openness to difference have become more and more explicitly discussed- In literature, the 

movement away fbm a dominant monoculture d the desire to revise the myth of 

Que'bec's unity b Eed to a mognition of the p1udQ of the nation's identities &quh 

32). According to Pierre L'Hbult, VoIkswaPen Blues reflects contemporary social 

discourses, as it is open and accepting to all,, without hierarchies and disctimination (39). 

Pierre Nepveu considers the old Volks itseIfto be a metaphor for the new Que9nkois 

culture: ' S n d e t d ,  voyageuse, en d&iveY' et c~ueillante" ((217). Just as the Old 

Volkswagen gathers a wide of signs,  laps, smells and g d B i ,  and has traveled all 

over and will continue to do so to destinations unknown, this new culture "'allege le 

centre', en n'y chmhant ni un fondement, ni une v-6 stable et d ~ ~ e ' '  (Nepveu 217). 

In Volkswaen Blues, Poulin's vision of Quek's  plural identities goes beyond traditional 

dimensions of national identity founded on etbnicity and collective memory- He 

demonstrates that identity is not innate, but rather 'Something formed through 

unconscious processes over time" (fEall C'Questiony' 608). The unity of personal or 

collective identities is a htasy, as they always remain C'incomplete" and m the process of 

''being formed" (Hall, CQuestionyy 608). Poulin's characters illustrate a certain porosity in 

terms of identity formation, as they appear flexible and open to transformation (L'H6rault 

34). Displacement is a privileged terrain for exploring the complexity and hybridity of 

identities, as well as their potential for change. Jack and P i t sbWs  crossing of borders 

opens and expaads those of Q u e k  through the experience of an "extra-territorialitCC.. 

ayant pour fonction d'mterroger la singularit6 de Pidentit6 quewoise" (Hatel, 



C'Tentation" 281). Their movement across the contineat releases repressed nomadic 

. *  - .  tendencies, and reveals a hykidity m QueTbec's cultural identity that was 

once eclipsed by exclusive identification with "la fkmcitCy' and the sedenfary lifestyle 

T3kcit" 29). 

Just as Pitshine helps dennine the myth of Americays foundation, so she explodes 

the myth of Que'bec's traditional and homogeneous cuttlwl identity. The Mis figures 

prominently m Que'bec: literature of the 1980s, f idh tbg  discussio11~ of phualinn and 

crosscultural representations ofcontemporary Q u e i i s  society (Vautier, cTostmodernn 

25). The situating of Volkswaeen B k '  action beyond the boundaries of Que'bec a h  

reveals a williagness to explore Talt&itCyy and, thereforey the heterogeneous aspects of 

cuItural identities (Vautier, ,'%stm~dem'~ 26). La Grmde htereZ2ey s belonging to 

Qu&ec disturbs the traditional, homogeneous, 'tieille souche" definition of a Que-is, 

because her Mktisse status makes her an emblematic figure of heterogeneity aod hybn'dity. 

Disowned by both the White and h d h  wmmUI]ifieS, Pasemine fklk outside Que'becys 

social space, and is therefore a marginal figure as well. Her peripheral position allows an 

investigation into the SeWOther tensions of the Que'bec "home ground" (Vautier, 

ccComparative'y 7). According to Harel, Pit&mine's representation as 'tm personnage 

&anger'' also inaugurates "la possibilitb d'une rencontre diabgiquey questionnant la 

rigid36 d'une identit6 qu6bkuise qui ne serait entrevue qden termes d'ethnicit& de 

d6lhnaation territoriale" (Voleur 201). As a M&issey she is '9 la fois ceci et cela, le &me 

et Pautre" (E3ucher 308), and therefore offets the possibility o f  a less conhntational 

perception of difference and multiplicity (Vautier, cTostmodemn 28). Initially, however, 

Jack has to struggle to accept a more open defkWn o f  Que-is identityy thereby 



revealing the diEcuhies of tec0IlCiliafiOn with the notion ofhetemgeneity. He is reluctant 

to 'lose the secarity provided by his persod politicaV historical qthobgy" (Vder, 

c'Postmodern79 27). He tries continuously to mahtah and fit into his old ideals and the 

images he has of a  is. Secretly7 he wishes with all his heart that "tow 1es 

heros du pass5 gtaient encore des Mms" (Podin 79). A change occurs in Jack, however, 

and by the end ofthe novel he appreciates PasQniw's Mdtisse identity, aud encourages 

her to do the same. He tells her that she is not "rien du tout," but rather ccquelqye chose 

de neuf, quelque chose qui commencemmence Vous 6tes qyelque chose qui ne s'est encore 

jamais vuy' (Poulin 224). The displacement and decentering throughout Voltswapen Blues 

of the constraiaing images of Quiic's identity fimction m a positive way to make room 

for the multiplicity that Pitshine represents. 

Several critics, such as Wmterburn, Hodgson and Sadronak, argue that 

VoIkswamen Blues can be read as an exploration of Que'bec's cultural identity, as Jack's 

quest for Thko and a Merent lifestyle is not just one individual's quest, 'tnak aaussi la 

qu&e entreprise par tout un peuple pour son identit6 cokctiVey9 @odson & Sarkooak 33). 

The appearance in the novel of Saul Bellow, an author who emigrated fiom MontrM to 

the United States, underlines tbis notion of the quest when he comments: "Quand vous 

cherchez votre &e, vow chen:hez tout le mode!" (Poulin 1 10). Jack finds neither the 

Th& nor the idealized identity for which he was looking: however, in their piace he meets 

Pitdrnine, and together they find something of the diversity of Quebec's identities. Their 

interactions and their journey across America provide the opportunity for a negotiation 

"entre la &moire et la conscience du p-t, entre me identit6 impode et une identit6 

completement ouverteyy (L'Hhult 30). Jack's exposure to areas and cultures outside of 



Quebec widen his perspective and weaken his afEecfion for Qukbec's collective %us," as 

displacement reveals its hgility. As he gets closer to PiMmk, Jack gains insight into the 

Arne&& reaIity and begios to share its hnplications ofphaaIity and heterogeneity- 

AIthough the ending of the novel appears tragic because Theo is reduced to a 

vegetable state and the "Great -can Dream" is in shambles, the voyage and the 

underlying quest for identity are not f'aiiures- Instead, Jack is now fke h m  his past and 

the images he has created for himselfand for his heroes. EIis w n  fkom the Gas*, 

the site of expIorer Jacques Cartier's landing phce, to California's San Francisco, the 

ultimate destination for adventurers in search of gold of all kids ,  has been worthwhile. 

Morency sunmrarises the trip and its fhidbhess when he writes that. 

En @&rant Pespace-temps du continent amtkicain, Jack se l i i  de ses haos et 

de ses de'mons pour acu5der 1 la co~lscience, au tenne d'un vaste rituel hitktique 

dans lequel sa compagne &tisse... jouera un r61e important, en vertu 

p~cipalement de sa propre dualif& (Conclusion 233) 

In the end, Jack replaces the god he has made of T h b  with new ones, those of the Indians 

in particular: W souriait malgk tout a la pens& qu'il y avait, quelque part dam 

I'irnxnensitC de l'mrique, un lieu secret oh 1es diem des Indiens et les awes dieux 

etaient rassemblb et tenaient conseil dans le but de veilIer sur lui et d'klairer sa route" 

(Poulin 290). According to Morency, tbis substitution f k d y  consecrates "sa vocation 

nord-dcaiue" ("Permanen& 223). Now that Jack has accepted the paradoxicaI nature 

of America, disposed of his vast pantheon of heroes, and expanded his personal 

mythology, he is ready to compIete his circular journey and return home. Once back in 

Quelbec, he must directly fkce the demands of his old W i I e  and come to a further 



mderstandiag of the changes m his identity- Through writing, %e will strive to integrate 

his experiences of SO&-cultural heterogeneity, evvensually producing the novel that, we 

are given to understand through multiple intertextual ref- is none other than 

VollrswaPen Blues" (Vautiery Tostmodem'" 28). H Jack Waterman bas p h  to write, 

then his adventure and investigations will not end with his return to Que'bec, as he h e l f  

declares that writing is "Ime forme d'exploration" (Po& 90). 

C1early, the 1980s mark a tPrning point in perceptions of QueWis clllnwl 

identities. According to EIarel, the traditional view of Que-is identity as 

preconstructed with inert attriiutes changes to one of a nation having open identities that 

underline the pre-eminence of movement and dtissage m Que'bec (Voleur 291). An 

exambmtion of gender and gender roles also serves to reveal the changes that occur m the 

1980s, because gender is a cultural coastruction defined through time and space. In the 

past, particularly during "La Grande Noirceur," the social discourse of ethnic and religious 

homogeneityy with its emphasis on the firmilyy bad, as one of its fiurctions, the imposition 

of traditional and coostrainiog sexual identities. During this time, Que-ois valorised and 

clung to what Albert Me- calls "les valeurs-refbges" (97). They did so in an attempt to 

protect their culture against the effects of colonization, but the myieIding grip of these 

values prevented forward movement and any possibility of positive change. "Les valeurs- 

refuges," such as the traditional family and religion, were heavily patriarchal and 

repressive, and therefore had a strong and restrammg 
. . influence on gender identities. By 

contrast, the discourses ofthe 1970s and 1980s participate in a new vision of identities as 

diverse and hybrid Gender is embraced as an important sediment to the multi-layered 



identities of Q u e i i s ,  and its construction in literature iktrates the connection between 

gender and cultural beIonging7 and the potential for change. 

In Vokma~en Blues, the exploration of gender reflects the openlag up of 

Que-is society and its inmas@ heterogeneity- The attitudes and evolution of Jacques 

Poulin's characters debunk traditional and confin@ defiinitons of gender, while his 

C - 
revisions of '- and Tiemhid$' mirror the subversion of Que%et9s formding 

myths. These myths, including those surouading America's foudathn a d  expbration, 

are linked to a fimdemental myth of rmsfulinity. Jack traosforms his brother mto a mythic 

and '%ype~llii~~uline" character by assimilating him to the founders and explorers of 

America. His correlation of T h b  and ~tienne B M  exempmes how Jack transforms his 

brother into a hero. He associates Theo and these historical figures with the attributes 

traditionally deemed 'bisculiner ones which he fels he lacks. According to Jack, The50 

is an energetic nomad who is dyoamic, virile and aggressive; he manif& all of the 

qualities that Jack admires at the beginning of his journey. Even his childhood stories 

depict a Th& "qui aimaa les jeux risqu&" (Poulin 34) and reveal Jack's admiration for his 

brother's astounding " m a s c ~ ~ ' '  The unrealistic conqarkn he makes between himself 

and his brother P moiti6 mvente," furnishes Jack with an image of Ye masculin" that for 

him is hraccessible. Jack's idealisation of T h b  as a legendary character with exceptional 

attributes is dangerous because its constraining dimension leaves out '?out ce qui pourrait 

apparattre wmme kgativit6, inmfhm? (Hare4 Voleur 173). The myths and the 

images of TIM% and past heroes are incomplete, as is the myth of '-masculinity." Jack 

needs the impetus of displacement and Pit&mine's help to enable him to examine these 

myth, to recognize their gaps and realize their collapse. As he gains a wider perspective 



on America, and learns ofthe violence upon which it was built, Jack's view of 

' ' m a s c ~  begins to change- Pit&mine, with her gender, her Mitisse b a c k o d  and 

her wealth of historical knowledge, has not only shown Jack the hidden and darker side of 

America, but also that of traditional masuline amibutes. Once the myths of 'I%& and 

past heroic figures crumble, so does the traditional and glorified myth of masculinity, and 

Jack is fked h m  the misleading and hnpossik ideal images he has created for -If. 

Jacques Foulin undermines the C Q ~  borders of traditional and stereotypical 

gender assumptions, not only through his critique of "hyperrnasculinity," but also through 

his use of discourses of heterogeneity and dogyny to construct new definitions of 

c " m a s c ~  dyferninine-~? InTowards Androgygg, CarolynHeilbnmdefines aadrogyny 

as "a condition under which the characteristics of the sexes, and the human impulses 

expressed by men and women, are not rigidly assignedn (x). Categorical gender 

difference, which is b i i  and hierarchical, is so engraved m society's uflconscious that it 

is often considered naturaL Androgyny is an ideal that dissolves the confines of gender 

categories, allowing individuals to choose kely their roles and modes of behaviour 

(Heilbrun x). In literature, androgyny often has a subversive function, and becomes a 

trope that d e s t s  the r e f i d  to conform to binary oppositions and hierarchies of all 

sorts (Jamat-Stewart 129). Poulin uses this trope to traascend stereotypical notions of 

gender in Que-ois society7 particularly with his displacement of ''l'6crivain-rn2Ie-blaoc 

de sa fonction sac* d'&ivab a la vaisselle et aux diverses t i ck  dmgeres et la 

femme-~tisse-~e-de-camionneu~-b~-etde-femme-de-~e-&rindienae de k 

primitiVit6 et de la mkmique aux livres (c'est elk ap& tout k c c c ~ & , "  eile qui en sait 

le plus!)" (L'Hkradt 34). The multipolar structure of gender in VolkswaPen Blues is 



significant, as gender functions as a point o f  ref- for Que=is i d d e s ,  and 

reflects potential lrybriday- 

Although Jack Waerman aspires to follow the traditional concept of 

"masculine"thatheassignshishmKs,themasculinityhemanifiestsk~t- With 

qualities considered "feminine," Jack's androgynous character surfaces in several ways: 9 

est H e w  timide, casanier et, surtout, son temp&ament se caracttirise par fa douceur et la 

tendressen (Paterson 610). The qyest fbr his double, M, reveals Jack's struggle against 

hisandrogynous~llality* CIearlydlsmkd 
. . with his character, he Iabels himself 'h 

faux do& who is weak, timid, and incapable of being aggressive (Poulin 21 1). However, 

while myth of ''hyper~llasculinity" crumble, Pltsermne - C '  helps Iack build a new image of 

masculinity which is softer, yet stiu valuab1e. She tells him a story about the habas of the 

Antarctic's Emperor Penguins, where the males behave in a tender and '2nateraal" Fashon. 

As soon as the f d e s  have laid their eggs, the males place them m their incubating 

pouches, and protect them with a special system they have invented: 'a foment un grad  

cercle, en mettant I e s  plus fa'bles Centre eux au centre, et le cede t o m  Ientement sur 

lui-&me ... de sorte que chacun a son tour de file est expo& au froid et vient eosuite 

s'abriter au milieu du cercle" (Poulin 61). This story wanns JaEk, not only physidy, but 

also toward the idea of accepting a new construction of masculinity- PiWmine contmues 

to reassure Jack by telling him: "Ce que j'aime b plus en vous... c'est votre douceur et 

votre respect pour les gens" (Poulin 126). Eventually, Iack understands that he is not 

obligated to be like TMo and his C'hypermasculine" heroes. Nor does he have to resembk 

his image of "1'- ideal" who, m a so-called '%xxuculine" manner, %xit a toute 

allure ... et vit inten&ntn (Po& 49). He realizes that he b still capable of actualising 



his dreams while remaining true to as even the courageous pioneers were not 

superheroes, but simply "du mode ordinairen (Poulin 133). Poulin's deconstruction and 

re-formation ofmasculhrity suggests that Quebec in the e m  not ody tended to be 

post-nationalist, but also leanod towards a post-mascdkkt society. By the end of his 

physical and internal journey, Jack knows more about b I f S  and he accepts and 

appreciates what he has learned. He returns to Quek with the sentiment that he can 

move more k l y  witbin his masculine identity without undermining his cultural beidaging 

to Quew. 

Sidarly, Pit&nhe is a character whose construction ruptures stereotypical 

notions of gender, and therefore the traditional social space of Que'bec. She implies the 

heterogeneous aspects of Que'bec's cultural dentities not only because of ber Mdtis 

background, but also because she is a dtisse sexually. Androgyny is evident in several 

different aspects of Lo Grande Shuterelle's personality: 9 caracterise ses vstements et 

son aptitude de mhnicierme et de pilote7 certes, son temp&ammt viril (son indkpendauce 

et son courage), mais aussi sa sexualjfCn (Paterson 606). PitGmine breaks socio-sexual 

stereotypes because she carries a M e ,  stays out late7 drives web is passionate about 

advesture stories, aod sexually takes the so-called ''male" role. Even her travelling and 

displacement disrupt the traditional construction of femininity, because travel challenges 

the strong spatial association between women and home (McDoweU 206). Pouiin stresses 

Pitsdmine's androgynous character when sbp dresses up as a man d manages to give 

herselfcbarfaaement l'air d'un garpnn (Poulin 68) by wearing Jack's clothes, hiding her 

hair m a hat and disguising her voioe. According to Heilbnm, dressing m the clothes of 

the opposite sex is a subversive performance of gender, because it undermines traditional 



gender representathns and indicates the wide spectrum of roles open to the individual 

(29). P- traverses and dissolves gender's established hntiers. Her comtrwtion 

and behaviour go beyoad the contines of any set c d t u d  or gender identityy thereby 

conm'buting to the impression tbat VoIkswanen Blues is an exploration of gendery cuftural 

and national identities "qui ne pewent plus 6tre vues commespurrs, mais necessairement 

mtftisses, mn wntraintes en des h&res &anches, mak en quelque sorte 

tramfbnt&res, lieu de croisement, de conftuence" &'Hbdt 28). 

The sexual relatiom within Volkswaeen Blues also illustrate the changing and 

more accepting nature of QueIbec's culnnal identity. Although lack and Pitsemiw are 

biologically opposites, they do not fobw the traditional male and femaIe roles, and their 

relationship is complementary rather than binary. Their mutually androgynous 

constructions imply a reconciliation of the sexes, where they may be together, not as 

opposites in hierarchical positions, but as equal human beings (Heilbrun x). By explicitly 

demonstrating qualifies traditionally associated with the other seK Jack and Pitshine 

reveal an acceptance and appreciation ofthe "other." Their interactions, which exemplify 

a mutual respect, emurage personal reflection and iIlustrate how the quest for ow's 

identity includes others. Pitshine helps Jack to accept himself; and Jack helps her to 

have a more positive perception of her Metisse roots. The evolution of the characters' 

relationship marks an acceptance of cultural and gender dafet-. AIthough their pasts 

separate them, the protagonists are united in the present. At the start of the novel, in the 

museum at the Gaspe, their separation is visible through the different ancient maps they 

contemplate, but the gaps of the past cbse as they progress together in the present, 

sharing and consuhing various road maps of the North American continent (L'Hkrault 3 1). 



Although their attempt to unite sexdly fkh, Jack a d  Pasf* stin particwe in a 

certain i n k y  and solidaritylidarity Just as they are about to go their different ways, "ils se 

sedrent Pun contre L'autre, assis au bod de leur &get les genoux mWs, et % resttirent 

un long moment immobiles, hitement edau5s cornme s'ils n'etaient phs qu'une seule 

persome'' (Poulin 290). They embody a positive gender relationship, as h i s  evocative 

image suggests, "as a creation of the two as one, an androgymus oney as reaching a form 

of harmony beyond the se& with another hdividual" (Socken 71). 

I .  Volkswaaen Blues, displacement dbws Jack Waterman to step back h r n  the 

confining physical and symbolic borders of traditional Que-is society- Outside of 

Que'bec he is able to better examine both his own and Quek's cultural identity. Jack's 

personal transformation resembles that whkh Er o c c d g  collectively within his nation 

Poulin's construction of gender relations and of androgynous characters reflects the 

diversity and hybridity of Que-is society and identities, illustrating their fluidity. A 

similar fluidity and multiplicity of identifies is also visible in English Caoada and its post- 

modem writing. The identity transfodns that occur in Qw'bec and English Canada 

during the eighties differ greatiy, as a S t  founding myths articulate their cultural 

identities and each nation is inrmersed m a different political atmosphere. Displacement, 

however, fhctions equally well in both literatures as a device for characters to explore 

and expand their comprehension of themselves and their homeland. 

BODILY HARM 



27 

Bodihr Harm, Like VoIkswaaen B w  is a novel characteristic of post-modern 

fiction, as Margaret Atwood's writing challenges stable notions oftruth and identity- The 

novel breaks down some ofthe founding myths and mtiom through which its protagonist, 

Renata Witford, attempts to shape reality and a coherent sense of hers& Atwood 

demonstrates how personal and collective identities can be transformed with time and wah 

experience, altering even the most bask assumptions about owselfad of one's cultme- 

In Bodil~ Harm, the displacement of Renata, better know as RenniP, ultiraateb leads to an 

evolution m her identity by forcing her to examine the way she views and lives her Hie- In 

'The Question of Cultural Identity,= Stuart ETall descrii  how "Place' is specsc, 

concrete, known, filmiliar, bounded: the site of specific social practices which have shaped 

and formed us, and with which our identities are closely b o d  up ... they are where we 

have 'roots7" (620). Que'bec shapes Jack Waterman, moulding him with the myth of his 

nation as a homogeneous unit, as well as  the myths of America. In a similar manner, 

Rennie's development in a small Ontario town influences her behaviour, d her 

perceptions of herselfand of others. According to critic Clark B k ,  Rennie is a ihdiar 

Atwood creation who struggles with her Southern Ontario Decent: "a sterile, hypocritical, 

sexless backgro 4.. m] town's name is Griswold, wbich seems to say it all" (1 1 1). 

Rennie grew up in this grey and grisly world, surrounded by OM people: her grandparents, 

her great-aunts, her great-uncles, and even her single mother who, despite her youth, 

walked, spoke and dressed like the elderly. The atmosphere of the town was Gothic and 

heavy with oppressive maxims, which were h ypocritically declared and rarely followed. 

Remie refers to Giiswold as her 'C~bground... something that can't be seen but is 

neverthdess there, hll of gritty old rocks and buried stumps, worms and bones; mthing 



you'd want to go into" (Atwood 18). She used to say that "those clrrmouring for mots 

had never seen a root up close" (Atwood 18), whereas Rennie apparently has and 

therefore wants to keep them below the earth's m%e. She hopes that her mots are 

c'merely something she d e k  herself agaiast," but realizes "a's mt &ways so easy to get 

rid of Griswold" (Atwood 18)- 

In Bod@ Harm, Rennie's "subground" seeps through to the foreground, revealing 

its stain on her identityentity Rermie's mother remains in Griswold all of her =, tending to the 

needs of her own ill mother. Rennie, however, at a yomg age obsesses about getting 

away because she "didn't want to be trapped, like m] mother" (Atwood 58). 

Eventually, she goes to university, ikefireeing betselfof the town's 6cgreydomn and conFmiag 

borders, but she cannot escape what she refers to as the "diseases typical of Griswold" 

(Atwood 64). When she is working as a reporter in Toronto, Rermie considers the kind of 

honesty she inherited fkom Griswold "less as a virtue than a perversion, one fiom which 

she still d& (Atwood 64). She carries with her the town's Puritan belie& and dark 

Gothic myths, often thidchg of how Griswold would react to the incidents m her life and 

to the people she meets. These reflections drip with the town's negativity and pessidan 

For exampie, when a men breaks into Rennie's apartment and leaves a rope wiled on the 

end of her bed, "She knew what Griswold would have to say about it. This is what 

happens to women Nce you What can you expect, you deserve it. In Griswokl everyone 

gets what they deserve. In Griswold everyone deserves the worst" (Atwood 18). As 

Rennie reminisces about her relationship with Jake, an ex-Iover' she nota how her circIe 

of happiness swelled and then and she adds the following comment: "In 

Griswold they believed that everything evened out in the end: if you had too much good 



luck one day, you'd have bad the next- Good luck was uducky" (Atwood 72). One 

could not avoid getting caught in the whirbid of Gtiswold's judgmental gossip and 

retributive valuest because everyone knew what went on in everyone else's He: "In 

Griswold, everyone lmew everythiag, sooner or later" (Atwood 55). To avoid 

condenmation and to avoid being ostracised, the maintenance of a good and proper 

&e was very important in Griswold, 

The atmosphere of Griswold was extremely repressive; all felings, thhgs and 

people deemed inappropriate were hidden and forced beneath the SurfcaceSurfcace The standard 

for which the town's people strove was to be "decent" Rennie's grandmother and mother 

"dispIayed a stem sense of decency and propriety, classifying certain kinds of unacceptable 

behaviour" (Rubenstein 266). Rde reflects on how ''They all have the category, it gets 

passed down like a cedar chest, though they each put different things into it" (Atwood 

156). Among her mother and her aunts, decency %as having your clothes on, in every 

way possible," and its opposite was 'Ylashy or cheap" (Atwood 55). '?)ecentW was judged 

by what was visible, and was equated to what the town decided was 'hod." As a 

member of the Griswold community, you could make choices to keep your h d y  

respectable, and the 6'best way to keep fiom disgracing it was to do nothing unusual)' 

(Atwood 55). As a child, Rennie was trained not to disrupt the smooth surface of 

situations nor the f b d y  reputation, The three things she learned well reflect the 

repressive morals of the town: "how to be quiet, what not to say, and how to look at 

things without touching them" (Atwood 54). Cleanliwss, an important value in Griswold, 

meant not only keeping your sheets white and your fiunaure shiny, but also meant keeping 

your "dirty luundjz' tucked away. In a town where dryers were considered usefbl 'hot 



becausetheywere~brrt~theywezept ivate t ) ,~was~f l l~Mnot tohaag  

ccdisreputable stories" out in public (Atwood 179). With hopes of mminbg a respectabIe 

f8mily, the the* surrounding Rennie drilled Giiswoki's reprPssive myths and maxims into 

her head, d the town's social practices formed part of her identity. 

At the beginning of Bodily Hiinn, readers learn that Remie lives her life as a 

tourist, even when at home in Canada Seeing life through the eyes of a tourist is seeing 

life only on the -9 it "is a metaphor for a de 'benrte refisid to commit oneselfto Lifr, 

to risk the vulnerability of active partkipation" (Cmhgton 46). The emotionally WM and 

unhealthily spiritual climate ofGriswold, with its negative moralityand vacant formalisms, 

is the "genesis of Pennie's] tourist ma&&f' (Carriogton 49). The town disapproved of 

any display of intense emotion, of klings that broke through the surface of one's 

composure and decency. In "The Thensltic Lmperative: Didactic Characterization in 

Bodilv Ham," Mary Kirtz descn'bes how Rennie's grandmother was "a pillar of  Griswold 

society" ad, embodying its values, was "emotionally fiozenn (6). Rennk vividly 

remembers a thne in her childhood when she did something wrong, and her grandmother 

shut her alone in the damp, dark cellar. 

The light is coming in through the window, weak yellowish winter light, everything 

is very clean, and I am cold. I'm crying, I'm holding my grandmother around both 

legs ... I feel as ifI'm hoIding on to the edge of something, safety, if1 let go I'll fdl, 

I want forgiveness, but she's prying my hands away finger by finger. Sh's 

sniling; she was proud of the fact that she never lost her te mper... I'm crying 

because I am afkaid, I can't stop, and even if1 hadn't done anything wrong I'd still 

be put down there, for rnakiag a wise, for crying (Atwood 53). 



Due to her momentary ''indecency,'' Rennie is literally forced below the earth's s d h x ,  

demoostratiog the town's reprPssive mentality- Her grandmotheir's only response to her 

tears offear and discomfoa is the wnrment: " k g h  a d  the world i m g k  with yoa.. Cry 

d y o u  cry alone" (Atwood 53). Later on, we learn through R=*e7s flashbacks that this 

cold woman halIuci0ates the physical loss ofher hands; symbolically, she has already lost 

her ability to touch and empatke, along with her compassl*on According to critic Frank 

Davey, the conseqwmce of Rennie's upbringing is that "Re- herselfgrows up afiaLi to 

do wrong, ahid to be noticed, afraid to use her ham&" and therefore, as an ad* "she 

will look at the world without touching it, write in banal words that don't touch their 

subjects, enter 'love' relationships that barely touch the feelings of the lovers" (70). In 

other words, Remie avoids 'cdepths," profound thoughts and emotions, p r e f h g  to 

depend only on the sllrfaws of reality for survival and as  a means of self-definition. 

Part of Rennie's legacy f?om Griswoki is the myth that the visual sense is superior 

to the other senses. The myth implies that the visual sense is a trustworthy base upon 

which to make hn  conclusions, with no need to search deeper into situations or people. 

With this myth m mind, Rermie u t i k s  her keen observation of slrrfaces to make a living, 

writing "lifestyle" articles on sends, relationships and the superficial 'lns and Outs" of 

society. She becumes "a quick expert on surfkces," knowing that they " d e t e ~  

whether or not people took you seriouslf' (Atwood 26). Critic David Lucking argues 

that 'Rennie's addiction to the world ofsurhes and appearances is not meant to be 

viewed as a purely individual phenomenon, but rather as characteristic of the culture to 

which she belongs" (80). Atwood's novel catches the beat of the 1980s ''tr&s nouvecru- 



wax?' Toronto (Bhise 1 1 I), where the passionate politiea( movements of the 60s and 

early 70s are gone, and an examination of styk takes precedence over a deeper look into 

current social problems. Both VolkswaPen Blues and Bodily Harm depict the decade's 

turning away h m  politics to the private, though they turn m separate directiom and for 

Werent reasons. Quek turns toward the outside world to get out of its complex of 

defeat and fatigue- English Caaada, on the other haad, which has enjoyed a greater degree 

of openness to the world, enters a period of political conservatism, and becomes 

fhcimted with its own tndkes. Atwood reveals Caaadians' personal navel-gazing, 

materiaustic dues, and participation in ''co~nmodity culture" (jkonard 90). She 

demonstrates "the extent to which social relations, gender, and even sub- itself all 

depend on the simulated universe of collSUIILefiSmn (Leonard 90), making Rennie Wilford 

a wonran 'Who has defined herselfby what she buys, by the trends she adheres to, and by 

her detailed knowlege of the latest stylen (Leonard 95). Rennie gets caught in the 

"suffocating conformit). of expectationn that is part of this trendy Toronto c u b e  (Smith 

252), and '%stead of writing about the issues, she *gins] int-ewing the people who 

were involved in them, The in wardrobe for the picket line, the importance of the denim 

overall, what the @mhists eat for break6d (Atwood 64). The foregrounding of 

Rennie's superficial interaction with her environment suggests that '?he social and cultural 

milieu ofToronto plays a decisive role in m] cbaracterktion. ( h o  117). 

Rennie's identity and pattern of thought are h infhienced by her Caoadian 

nationality. According to Hall, national culture is a discourse that constructs meanings, 

influencing and organizing both our actions and our conception of oursehes C'Question" 



613). National cultures construct identities "by producing meaniOgs about '%he nation" 

with which we can identr%ir; these are contained in the stories wbich are toM about it, 

memories which cormect its present with its past, and images which are constructed of it'' 

(Hi& "Question" 613). Hail agrees with Benedict Anderson that national identity is an 

"imagined community," dependent on the representational strategy deployed to construct 

a common-sense view of national belonging ("Question" 613). Just as Jack reflects 

Qu6bec7 in Bod* Rarm Renuie is "a mm&me . . portrait ofCanadanbeca~she attempts 

to be neutral and harmless (Patton 154). She q r e s n t s  the country in which she lives, in 

much the same terms as she herselfis perceived by d i f f i t  characters (iihrding herself 

at times), "as mve, as politically uncompIicated, as obscurely old-hhioned" (Irvine, 

"Herey' 88). Re- atFrms Canada's neutrality, believing it to be a positive characteristic- 

She emphasizes this trait within &It; declaring that "she aims for neutral& she needs it 

for her work, as she used to tell Jake" (Atwood 15). Further on m the novel, while Remie 

is away, she encounters an old American couple with a similar image of Canadhs as 

inoffensive and harmless. They ask Re- ifshe is a Canad$n, commenting on how they 

''always find the Canadians so nice, they're almost like members of the fkdy-  No crime 

rate to speak oE m y ]  always fel quite safe when [they1 go up there" (Atwood 186). 

Rennie too, believes that Canada in a safe place, tNsting that as a first world citizen she is 

"safe." W& this sense of Secufjty, she maintains her neuttal stance and continues her 

existence skimming along the surfke of realityteality 

Rennie carem chooses the level of her participation and her investment in both 

life and relationships. She recognizes and cultivates a "detached defknsiveness'' 



(Carrington 46) which stems h m  her roots m Griswold but also manifests the 1980s 

trendy culture ofToronto and the neutral& associated with Caoada as a whole. Rennie's 

alienation fiom the "depths" of life resuits m a superficial lifestyle with no serious 

co mmitments or interactions- In "Another Symbolic Descest," critic adik6 de Papp 

Carrington gathers key words fiom Boditv Hann to reveal and describe Rermie's choice of 

a shallow lifestyle; "by thus living her life 'off to the side' (p.26)' she is i t ! ! .  'a tourist,' 

which she d e h  as being a 'spectator, a voyeur' (p.125). She believes that tourists do 

not get hurt in We; they are 'exempt' @.78), because they can always keep their 'options 

open' (p.227)" (Carrhqgon 46). Rennie confesses that the majority ofher fiends are 

''really just contacts" (Atwood 16) and that she considers sex mereb "a pleasant form of 

co~~~munication, like gossip'' (Atwood 102). In sctuality, her detached attitude, and 

concern only for fashion, style and mdkces, 'basks a profound hopelessness about the 

world. She doesn't think a better world is possible" (Kate 12). She slips into what 

Davey refers to as the Mrmthinking madness of mechanical action - the clicht5 'openness' of 

her Toronto fiends' mottoes, 'go with the flow,' 'keep your options open'" (60). R e d e  

carries on in this bhnk lifksty1e until the surfaces her 'cstable" identity depends upon begin 

to crack. Despite her preference for swfkces, Rermie is left no choice but to siok into the 

depths of reality. 

The srnfacP of Rermie's life cracks gradually m Bodily Harm, slowly revealing a 

reality that was once c o d e d  by her illusions and '30urist vision" Matgaret Atwood 

engages her readers in a "narrative game of Clue" (Wilson, "Artist's" 21 0) by strategically 

switching between first a d  third person narrators, and by her layering of different places, 



times and experkme- However, as Cardogton does m "Another Symbolic Descent," it is 

pomile to arrange chronoIogicany the various cracks in the sdace after reading the 

entire noveL Looking back readers can see how these cracks prepare Rennie for her 

evolution b m  "tourist to reporter" (Brydon, CCAtwood's" 99). The first split appears 

while Renoie is researching an article "on pornography as an art form'' (Atwood 207). 

Wahout too much difticm, she views the d i v a  pornographic materiai that has been 

seized by the Toronto police, but the "grand fbde$ a picture showing '%he head of a rat" 

poking out fiom a black women's vagina, shocks her and makes her vomit. At that 

moment, she ''felt that a large gap had appeared in what she'd been used to thinlring of as 

reality. What ifthis is rn- she thought, and wejllst haven't been tokl yet?"' (Atwood 

210). For a couple of weeks afterward, Remk has a hard time making love with Jake, as 

he enjoys sadistic filntasy games in bed Although she does not want to be afirad of men, 

this first crack in the surface gives Rennie the feeling that she is being used by them as 

'kaw material" (Atwood 212) and she is no longer as codortable in her present lifestyle- 

A wider crack in the surface occurs when Rennie is diagnosed with breast cancer 

and must have a partial mastectomy. Underneath the smooth surfke of her skin, Rennie's 

cells have been dividing and growing incorrectly, subjecting her to bodily harm. She is 

shocked: 

Nothing had prepared her for her own outrage, the feeling that she'd been betrayed 

by a close fiend. She'd given her body swbmaing twice a week, forbidden it junk 

food and cigarette smoke, allowed it a n o d  amount of sexual release. She'd 

trusted it. W h y  then had it turned against her? (Atwood 82). 



This crack in the surface is a Cliteral mutilation" (Carringon 47) and Rennie constantly 

f~thatsomethingiosldeberbodywilIbreakthroughtheskin's~~ Shedreams 

that she is W of white maggots eating away at m] fiom the insidey' (Atwood 83) and is 

afhid that her scar will corn undone, "split open like a finrlty zipper, and she will turn 

inside out'' (Atwood 80). Later, Reee dreams that she is once again m the operating 

room, that her body is divided mto two parts, so that one is floating above, observing the 

other being opened up. Instead of breast cancer, however, this time is "the beart +* 
are after" (Atwood i 72), suggesting "an emotional opening that deepens the effects of 

Rennie's p d  mastectomf' (Irvine, cCollectingn 62). Her actual operation exposes her 

to new ways of seeing, restoring in the most brutal way possiie '%.he severed contact 

between 'surfbxy and 'depth' ... between Rennie and the body in which she has up to then 

merely been a tenant" &ucking 82). 

The next crack, the ending of Rennie's relationship with Jake, is a dhect result of  

the previous cancerous one. Jake b "a packager" who also manipulates and focuses on 

surf8ces. Rennie, aware of his disgust at the changes to her surface, cannot bear to be 

touched by him In the end, Jake moves on to another woman, leaving Rermie to analyse 

the surfkces upon which they had based their relationship. The following day, another 

split in the surfire occurs. Just as R e d s  body has been invaded by malignaxit cancer 

cells, an intruder invades her Living space. The iwader is not a tbiec but rather a man with 

harrml intentions, as the "Iength of rope wiled neatly on her q3t" (Atwood 13) implies- 

Throughout the novel, Rennie wonders who was "at thc end of the rope," and she refers 

to him a s  the c ~ l e s s  stranger" (Atwood 41). When alone m her apartnm& Rennie can't 



"shake the feeling that she is being watched," and she begins to see herselfhm the 

outside, "as ifshe [wete] a moving target in someone else's binoculars" (Atwood 40). 

According to Rubenstein, both the i'invasion" of cancer and the invasion of her dwelling 

space alter Rennie's perception of herself(26l). Slowly, she is beginning to understand 

that she is m far less control than her "smug Toronto experience can envisage" (Smith 

258). Rennie tries to escape the horrors of "real life" by 4ring to the Can'bbean Islaeds 

for a working vacation (Atwood 16) but, ironically, it is here that "a seismic split in the 

surface of RennIeys E* occurs, r e s u b g  in the major transformation of her identity and 

lifestyle (Carrington 52). 

As the surfke cracks, Rermie's personal identity gradually shats, undermining her 

sense of a stable seK Hall descn'bes the result of such shifts as the dislocation or de- 

centring of the subject ("Question" 597). The conjuofton of this decentring with 

physical, cultural and social displacement often results in a 'Ccrisis of identity" because 

"something assumed to be ked, coherent and stable is displaced by the experience of 

doubt and uncertainty" @krcer qtd. in Hall, CQuestionyy 59'7). Bodily Harm suggests that 

a true discovery of selfcan only occur under uncanny circumsta~'~~, "where the normal 

historical and social co-orhtes which contriiute to reinforce a sense of identity, are 

gradually losty' (Rao 52). Rennieys voyage leads her into such circumstams and an 

experience of doubt and uncertainty, forcing her to re-examine herself and the way she 

lives. Atwood uses the terrain of displacement to question the supremacy of the visual 

sense, one ofthe myths that Rermie uses to stabilize her identity. As Reanie 'cstumbIes 

through the present on the Caribbean island and memories of the past in Toronto, the 



surfaces of perception and relationship are comkmtly shown to be deoeptive' (Smith 256). 

From the moment she Lands at the island's ahport, she finds herself5 a landsfape fbU of 

oddly decodeable messagesn (HoweUs 122). For example7 Rennie mistakenly assumes 

Elva to be a religious maniac because she is wearing a T-sfiirt with the slogan 'PRINCE 

OF PEACE.' Eventually, she she learns the woman is the mother of Prince' one of the 

island's election catlciidates. Rennie's visual observations result m another 

misundemtadhg when D r a w 7  dm an election and&tep takes her on a tour of the 

local prison, Fort IndustryuSteY He shows Rennie an unusual construction which she registers 

as a ccchild's play house... and wonders what it is doing here" (Atwood 104). She soon 

discovers though, that the dilapidated construction is a gallows. By Uwtmthg the 

uncertainty and subjectivity of visual C O L ~ C ~ ~ ~ I I S ,  the novel renders dubious the reliability 

of the eye, thereby undermining seeing as a privileged means of access to certainty and 

truth (Rao 104). R e d e  begins to doubt the sureness of s w h e s ,  and therefore bas 

doubts about herseIf, She learns "the cloying umeliability of her Torontonian vKw" 

(Smith 256)' thereby losing a social co-ordinate tbat had reinforced her sense of identity. 

Due to her position as an outsider, Rennie's view of the Cariibbean and of herself is 

fbgmented and distorted. Uncertak of what is going on around her, she over-reacts when 

wnfionted by locals, like the deafmute whom she mistakes for someone with evil intent. 

Pad, her future lover, describes her behaviour as "Alien reaction paranoia... Because you 

don't know what's dangerous and what isn't, everything seems dangerous" (Atwood 76). 

Although certain aspects of the khnd remind Re& of Griswold, such as the concern 

with c'indecency" (Atwood 223) and, later, the fimeral of Dr.Minnow (Atwood 250), 



Rennie needs new interpretative strategies to understand the world around her. However, 

any sort of "deiinite interpretation is shown to be problematic since places and ideatities 

are revealed to be equi\rod and 'double'" (Rim 110). She learns that people do not & 

nedy into pre-determined categories- Paul's description of the island inhabitants 

underscores the notion of identity and truth as shifting constructs: %qmay, almost 

nobody here is who they say they are at first. They aren't even who somebody else thinks 

they are. In this place you get at least three versions of everythiog, and if you're lucky one 

of them is true" (Atwood 150). As systems of meaning and caltural representations 

multiply around Rennie, she too is cont'ronted with tbe p o s s i i  of multiple identities. 

The islanders create various identities for her, several of which she could assume 

temporarily- Dr. Mianow would like her to be a more serious journalist, some consider 

her a CIA agent, and others mistake her for a %dly  lady" or prostitute- While 

spending time wah Pad, Rennie also finds her seIfdefinition shatiog from travel writer to 

" s e c r e ~ '  on vacation (Atwood 222). Displacement underlines the fact that the post- 

modem subject, who is conceptualized as having no fixed, essential, or pemvu~nt identity, 

''is formed and transformed continuously in relation to the ways we are represented or 

addressed in the cultural systems which surround us" (Hall, "Question" 598). Rennie can 

no longer easily interpret mdbxs, nor can * hide behind the shallow and ked image of 

her identity as a trendy, neutral magazine reporter. 

Rehe's trip to the islands of St. Antoine a d  St. Agathe becomes an internal 

journey, where "the discovery of selfad of place are synonymous" (Grace 34). In one of 

its final sections, readers learn that the novel is actually a prison tale. Rermie is locked in 



one of Fort Industry's tiny cek with Lota Lucas, a Chnadkm woman who had moved to 

the islands, and they are telliag each other about their Eveses Renoie discovers depths of 

the island that the tourist brochures did not inchde, and at the same time explores her own 

depths. As Rennie descriibes her remote past in Oriswold, her recent past in Toronto, and 

her immediate past on the Can- islands, sbe begins to understand how the hgmemts 

of her experience are organically connected (Rubenstein 260). Atwood uses this 

discoveryto illustnde the wmpIexityand mpltip(icityof identities, the fsct 'Ltbat each 

person contains several 'stories' which must somehow be synthesized for coherence of 

personality" (Rubenstem 260). The exotic and distant Can'bbean rslaads become the space 

where Rennie meets her double and ber darkest self(Rao 1 1). Away h m  Canada, R d e  

no longer has the f8m*ar platform of surffces upon which her lifestyle and identity 

depend Critic Shannon Hengen argues that Rermie is forced by her lack of these h d k r  

su.rf&ces and the language and behaviour that attend them, "to reconstruct an identity not 

fiom North American media images but fkom the people around her" (90). Dr. Minnow, 

Paul and Lora Lucas are three main characters who attit Rennie, helping to shatter her 

tourist vision and the barrier or television h m e  she places between herselfand Liviog. 

Just as Pitgmine helps Jack in Volkswagen Bhxes, these c k t e r s  educate Rennie and 

make her mom cuhurally aware, acting as guides in her evolution from "escape narcissist" 

to "responsible citizenm (Fad 168). 

Rennie's tourist vision is magnified when she literally becomes a tourist of the 

Cari'bbean islands, trying bard to maintain a care11 distance. Her camera symbolizes her 

tourist vision and identity, because she uses it like a 'kversed" telescope "to make 'close' 



experkaces more distant and to reflect or deflect fmlings whkh threaten to irap'mge or 

w e n  (Wilson, CTuming" 139). Rermie observes other tourists, nmdchg that they 

are people Iike her, %amkmts... [who] can look all tbey want to, they're under no 

obligation to see, they can take pichnes of anything they wish? (Atwood 186). Rennie 

learns that the island was once a British colony, and tbat her working Vacafion" coincides 

with its fmt election since the departme of the colonizers. Dr. Mimrow would Wre Rennie 

to write about it, considering it her duty as  a reporter to report "the truth of the matter" 

(Atwood 134), but Rennie does not want to be involved As a tourist, she feels she has 

the right to pick and choose what she sees or photographs, and she only wants to "snapn 

what is picturesque. At one point, Rennie dreams that she is searching for her missii  

hands, which suggests that like her Grandmother, she, with her detached attitude, has lost 

her ability to touch and to f ix1  compassion, When she finds herselfin situations that are 

"too real," lmwanted or threatening, she imposes %e firames of television, video and 

movie screens;" wishing that she could "change cbannels, turn down the volume, or 

'switch off" (Wilson, ''Tuning'' 142). Rennie's denial of reality is underlined when m the 

cell she tells herselfto 'Retend you're really here.,. Now: what would you do?"' (Atwood 

284). Reality findly hits her when Lorn hoists her up to look out the small window of 

their ceU, and Rennie registers the gdows of &e 'LtoUCiSt site" that Dr. Minnow had 

shown her. There, the dumb and deaf- "a syoecdochic figure... representing all 

powerless, and therefore voiceless, people" (Kirtz l23), is being tortured by the police. 

Rennie recognizes that the blood she sees is not a prop, and she "understands for the first 

time that this is not necessarily a place she will get out of, ever" (Atwood 290). Dr. 

Minnow, who wins the election, is murdered before Rennie is put in prison, but it is in the 



cell that she comprehends his sense of duty to îmsgine things being Merent" (Atwood 

229) , and his desire for her to report the 
. *.  of the island H a  camera and tourist 

vision bave fbkd to protect her, forcing Re& to revise "the myth that one can ever be 

isolated h m  respo~l~liility" (Patton 166). 

In the 1980s, Que'bec and English Canada sbared a tendency to acknowiedge 

globalization m their respective wdtings. Globabtion is "about the compression of time 

and space," where boundaries have become penneabk and "economies and cumneS are 

thrown into intense and immediate contact with each other" (Robins qtd. m Hall, 

"Question" 622). Volkswagen Blues and its treatment of "I'am&b&Cn hints at 

globalization, but Poulin's contemporary9 Jacques Godbout, addresses the issue directly 

and explicitly in Une Histoire -, referring not only to Que'bec and California, but 

also to a third-world country, Ethiopia. Atwood, too, sets her wvel m a third-world 

country ad, like Godbout, undermines the mtion that Canada a d  individual Caoadians 

can maintain a positive and real "neutrality' in an increasingly interdependent 'gIobal 

world'" (Patton 145). h. Minnow is " a major catalyst in the reawakening o f  Rennie's 

political conscio~ss" (Lynch SO), as he insists that she become aware of all the effects 

of Canadian aid to the island. He explains to Rennie how the aid and the naivete o f  tbe 

"Sweet Canadiaas" are dangerous because they help support the island's wmpt 

government Bodily Hann illustrates how moral neutrality is actually a crime of 

collaboration (Rubenstem 272) a d  it exposes Caaada's conflicted identity as both aid- 

giver and repressor (Brydon, "Atwood's" 96). Dr. Mirmow is aware of the coose~uences 

of globalization and tells Remie that Canada has yet to learn that "[there] is w Longer any 



place that is not of general interest'' (Atwood 135). While reviewing his lectures in prison, 

Rennie realizes that %ere are m neutral coraers, even m forgotten little islands" (Blaise 

1 lo), and that "No one, not even the Canadiaas, can stay outside contemporary political 

violence" (Irvine, C'Here" 88). Ahhough Rennie herself aims for "neutrality" and 

c~visi%ility" (Atwood 15), Atwood reveals that "pure tourism is no longer p o s s i i  in the 

modern world, that sight itselfis a political act, and that every tourist has the potential to 

be also a terrorist" patton 154). Diana Brydon links tomists to voyeurs, and tourism to 

pornography, as both activities use the "concept of 'aesthetic distaoce' as a respectable 

cover for aggression" ( " ca t l i "  183). She also descrik how Bodily Harm equates 

tourists with new C - 
"happily exploiting a country they can easily leave behind" 

(Brydon, ''Cariibean?' 183). For both Re& and Jack Waterman, travel r e d s  in a 

growing awareness of the violence hidden behiad trusted myths, though Jiuk learns more 

about the past, and Rennie of the present. By the end of her trip, Remk w longer 

emphasizes her neutral stance, but instead is embarnlssed by the attempted neutrality of 

the Canadiaa official, to whom she refers as "the neutral-coloured Canadian" (Atwwd 

191). Although at one point she would have agreed with him that as Canadiaos ' k e  don't 

make value judgements" (Atwood 290, Rennie has changed and envisions leaving the 

island with a definite position, condemning political violence. 

At the same time as Rermie's tourist vision and ''neutditf fkil her, Atwood 

undermines her protagonist's belief m the myth that a s  a fitstfitstworld citizen her 'hationality 

makes her 'exempt' fiom S t  Antoioe's 'third world' violence (203), [and Rennie] 

eventually sees that a perfectly normal sort of gendered violence drove her fiom the 'first 



world' to begin w i W  (Mew 92). Paul's tallc of 'w and Worn" as "a whole 

bag of  tricksn (Atwood 240) widens R e d s  cultaral awareness, and she becomes more 

skeptical of "all the western social lllyths on which her co~l~f~ctions of reality have so 

- - 
uncnhcally dependedn (E%oweils 122). While watching the beating of the d e a f d  dumb 

beggar fiom her prison cell, the remaininp bit of Wh Re& had m her invulnerability 

fides away. She tuxIersbnds that she cannot take rewe m "her Canadian city code" 

(Smith 255) and that "She is not exempt. Nobody is exempt from (Atwood 

290). As Rennie experiences "an erosion of  confidence m civil order and her own safetf' 

(Howells 122), she semses tbat there is no lo- a boundary between "a here and a there" 

(Atwood 290). Overwhelmed by a dark revelation of "UaiVersaI complicity in evil" 

(Lucking 89)' R e d  fmls "She's seen the man with the rope, now she knows what he 

looks like" (Atwood 290). He comes to represent the malignant, the " c m 7  and the 

potential brutality in all men Atwood uses the mdignant cancer cell as symbol of all that 

can cause bodily harm and illustrates that it pervades both third- and first-world societies, 

"'including hypocritical Griswold with its punishing cellars" (Wilson, "Artist's" 21 5) and 

supposedly "decent" values. In the final section, when the Canedian diplomat assures 

Rennie that '%he situation is mrmalizhlg" (Atwood 296) and asks her to suppress the 

violent scenes she has witnessed, she thinks to heme& "The situation is normalizing, all 

over the place, t ' s  getting more and more normal all the time" (Atwood 296). Critic 

Timothy Melley considers this cynical remark a testimony to Rennie's ''heightened 

awareness of political repression on St-Antoine and to her new realization that violence 

may be made normal, acceptable, and thus invisible, in in-world North America7' (93). 

Rennie now knows that she is not exempt fiom the potential of bodily harm in the third 



world, nor of  the harm that exists in her very own country* Her perspective on her own 

situation alters and despite her cancer she begins to c o d e r  herseIf%cky" (Atwood 

30 1)- 

As Rennie finally ackmwledges the darker side of reality, she looks into her own 

"spiritual cancer" (Lucking 87), a depth and a ofher identity which had also been 

covered with SUffslCeSSUffslCeS While in the cell, Rennie dreams about the f'aceless stranger: 'The 

f&ce keeps changing, ehding her, he might as well be Invisiible, she can't see him, this is 

what is so terrifying, he isn't really there? he's only a shadow, anonymous, f i m i k ,  with 

silver eyes that twin and re&t her own" (Atwood 287). The "a" is also in R e d ,  

who as "a voyeur" (Atwood 125), uses tourist vision and disconnects herselfhm the 

suffering of others (Bouson 129). Her game of- alterations to people's surfsces, 

and her stereotypidjudgements, such as that of Lora as "cheap," are forms of 

oppression, objec- and denying the fidl humanity and identity of others- Even ifshe 

does not directly bmkdk them, she has "exploited others' rights to their own lives, 

values, or tastes; silence about 'raw material' supports colonizati~n'~ (Wilson, c'Artist's" 

222). Despite the depressing kmwlege of the pervasive evil in the world and in terse% 

Rennie's recognition of this malignancy is part of  the final stage in her traasfonnatiooa. As 

her fidl name' Renata Wilford, suggests, h m  this darkness she will be re-born and 

cross over" s\nfsces to  a more fUilling Life and a deeper identity. 

Just as Jack Waterman's voyage leads to a widening of perspective, Rermie' s trip 

enlarges her comprehension of We and of hem& allowing her spiri;tual survival. In an 

ironic way, Rennie's trip to St. Antoine restores ' k a b  and perspective'' (Blaise 11 I), 



resulting in '%he breastless and symbolically handless Renoie's transformation toward 

wholenessyy ( W i i n ,  "Adst's" 201). Davey argues that, m Bodiiv H & ~ Q  amputation is 

more than the literal removal of R W s  breast- He explains anptation as "a means of 

avoiding 'mmsive invoIvement' - with cancer in the case of Kermie's illness, with human 

poverty and unhappiness in case of her 'lifestyle' articles" (71). The fun life, on the other 

hand, involves %&' (Davey 71), taking action, and truly coxmecting with others. As 

Re& is forced to spend time with Lora in Fort Industry, her perspective continues to 

widen. Atwood uses Lorq Rennie's darker double who bas grown up abused and in 

cellars, to question Griswold's definition of "decency." "IndecentIy," b r a  gives sexual 

Favours, but her motives are compassionate, and perhaps even noble. She gives of herself 

to gain information about her boyfriend, to improve cell conditions ~JI& indirectly, to 

protect her cell mate h m  hrviog to perform such qleasattt acts- When she senses 

Rennie3s disapprovai, she remarks that Re* would not even put out to save [her] 

granny" (Atwood 285). Unbeknownst to Lora, m the pasf R&e would not even hold 

the hands of her senile and panic-stricken grandmother. Only when b r a  is near death 

after a brutal beating, does Rennie? wood- what to do with the body, recall "the final 

piece in tbe fragmentary recoktion ofher grandmother whose hands were 'missing'" 

(Rubenstein 273). She remembers the soothing action of her mother, who took hold '"of 

her grandmother's dangling hands, clasping them in her own" (Atwood 298). The 

retrieval of this crucial memo y results in the recovery ofReanie's own "amputatedn 

hands, and the protagonist is finallv able to make a real coanection. Rennk grabs hold of 

Lords hand to pull her back into c o n s c i o ~  at the same time rescuing her own denied 

selffiom beneath the s d i w x  %is is a gaf this is the hardest thing she's ever doney7 



(Atwood 299). The new Re& bas the ability to Identify with others, and she knows that 

"to connect to another person in empat&k touch, is the only d antidote to what she 

has seen and expxkmxi'' (Rubenstem 273). 

In Bodily EIarrs an examiuahn of gender and gender relations is revelatory of the 

multiplicity and fluidity of identities According to Sonia My& for Rennie, "sexual 

relationships with men involve a ~larcissistic investment m a relatiomhip though which she 

imagines herself' (476)- Rennie's various Iovers reveal diffetent needs and aspects of her 

identity. Her relationsbip with Jake reflects her desire to remain "superficiaI," avoiding the 

risks involved with profound love and comm&ment. This relationship is a dangerous 

threat to her subjective identity, as it revolves around RemrEe being C'packaged" and used 

"as an inanimate body upon which Jake may play out his desires" (My& 475). R e d s  

affair with Daniel, her doctor and surgeon, illustrates k desire for safety and normalcy, 

particularly after her upsetting operation, Remnie realizes that Daniel is like Griswold "as 

it would like to be," as he is a "normal" and 'line decent many7 (Atwood 196). Her 

relationship with him reveals that, despite Rennie's effort to distance herself from 

Griswold and its ideals, part of her identity still stems h m  her "subgrod; this insight 

does not fill Rennie with joy. Renaieys relations with the various men demonstrate her 

gradual movement h m  surfkes towards depths. Her relationship with Jake depends on 

b ' ~ e s y 7  and it shatters as they begin to crack. With Daniel, on the other hand, there is 

at least some depth as her interest in him develops because he has seen what Rermie looks 

like on the inside, and she is curious about his access to this "deepe? kwwledge. My& 

argues that R e d s  rehtioasbip with the risk-taking Paul demonstrates that corporeal 



afhnation is necessary for the positing of R e d s  subjective identity (476): "she's open 

now... she enters her body again ... she's solid after a& she's still here on the earth, she's 

gratefid, he's touching her, she can still be touched" (Atwood 204). Just as P W m k  

helps Jack to accept himselfas he is, Rennie's interaction with Paul leads to a profound 

change m her view of see she wmes to tems with herseE despitey and in full 

ackwwlegement of: her ilIness. 

The overall chanpes in R e d s  identity and derstandiag of the world are 

mirrored by those m her perception of women's situation and of Yemininity." 

Displacement leads Jack Waterman to a wider deihitkn of masculiaity, altering his dream 

of a C%ypermasculine" lifestyle; m a similiar matmeq displacement forces Rennie to re- 

evaluate her position and character as a womaa Rennie leaves Griswold because she 

hates the oppressive and servile existence of the town's women, particularly that of her 

mother. She "amputatesy' this part of her life and rejects the maternal role because she 

thinks it might hinder her, but she removes herselftoo far h m  her "feminiw identity." 

This "amp~tation,'~ Like the literal one of her breast, leaves Rennie wrtbout tbe impo~ltaat 

ability to provide life-nourishing care. In Vokswagen Blues, "la mort de TMo confere a 

Poeuvre son aspect positif: elle semble permettre P&olution decisive des autres 

personoagesy' (Morency, "Permanencen 215). Similar to Thbys  C'insect-likey' condition, 

Lora's horn* beaten body represents a sacdice that helps Lead to the changes in 

Rehe's identity. Lora releases Rennie h m  '%he imprisonment o f  herself' (Hansen 12)' 

allowing her to break out of the matrophobia she suffers. Rennieys mental and physical 

connection with Lora at tbe end of the novel illustrates her reappropriation of the female 



powers of healing thst she has witnessed in women, such as her mother and E h  Wth 

their connection, bra d M, like Jack and Pit&mine, expieme solidarity and 

"become one" (Irvine, "Here" 98). Rennie leaves the b'bbean feeling the shape of 

Lords hand m hers: Tt will always be there now" (Atwood 300). Rennie has become a 

woman who recognizes her connection not only with all women, regardless of their c!as 

and status, but with human beings in general. 

According to critic Sunah Sin& Bodilv Hanu is a poststfeminist novel that deals 

with the '%nyth of h i e d  womeny' (45). Jacques Poulin attempts to create a post- 

masclllinist world, while Atwood questions the existence of a post-feminist society. In the 

early 1980~~ f e  fervour abated 'bvith the knowledge that women were no longer 

inferior," but Atwood uses her novel to "evaluate the depth of h i o n  that women are 

supposed to have attained" (Siagh 53). When Re& enters the post-f& atmosphere 

of Toronto, she feels, with smug confidence, that %he need not worry about anyone trying 

to exploit her" (Singh 53). Once agaia, the cracks in the surface of her We, such as the 

revelation ofbeing "raw mattxi&'' her mastectomy, and then the violence of the 

Cari'bbean, show her that she is still subject to things beyond her control When Rennie 

learns the story of Lorays abusive past in Canada, the tale furthet shatters the myth that the 

country is above violence and exploitation; the much vaunted M o m  of women is only a 

delusion (Singh 55). Wth the recognition of her own cufpabiiy of the k t  that she, like 

- .  many women, has been complicit in the victnruzaton of other women, Rermie is now able 

to take action against the manifest and latent opp-on ofher sex. Instead of being a 

"blank pageyy that Jake doodles on (Atwood 105), "she stops b e i i  text and becomes 



writer'' (Irvine, Were'" 98). R e d s  identity is now that of the engaged "subversive3' that 

the corrupt isIanders hitblly feared her to be (Atwood 295). 

Displacement Ieads to a widening m perspective and change m identity for both 

Renata Word and Jack Watenmu~ Eachcharacter rptarns to his or her respective 

nation, changed for the better. They are stronger in the attributes which Atwood assigns 

to writers: ''human Rlapihstinn, m the many forms it rnay take; the power to co~xtmunicafe; 

and hope" (Atwood, Second 397). Atwood believes tbat %&on is the guardian ofthe 

moral and ethical sense of the commuaay" (Atwood, Second 346)' thereby giving writers 

a serious responsibility. Assuming that, upon their return home, Jack Waterman and 

Renata W o r d  write VoIkswaszen Blues and Bodily Hiwm respectively, one can see that 

their novels (and therefore the novels of Po* and Atwood themsehres), are written with 
- 

their different national communities in migd They have hope that their persod 

transformation may lead to an alteration m their nation's collective and cultural identities- 

Displacement helps Jack realize the potential fluidity and openness of identities, enabling 

him to write a confident, tender, and gentle QueMois novel about h r i c a ,  without 

succumbing to the stereotypes of typical 'muline" mad mvels, like those of Jack 

Kerouac. Through writing, Jack will share his experience of ''am&icanifC and 

heterogeneity, attempting to fUrther open Qut5bec's perceptions of its cultural identity- He 

illustrates Quebec's turn fiom narrow nationalist politics to the personal, whereas Rennie 

demonstrates that the ''personal is politicaln (Brydon,   at wood's^' 103). She, too, hopes 

that her transformation into a responsibIe d engaged citizea, which exposes the fkness 

of Canadian consumer society, will &kt the cultural identity of her country- Regardless 



of the fkt that Bodily Harm's ending i open and written in the fbture conditional, readers 

derstandthatwhetherormtRermiei9actually~hetwillhascheqgd Sheplaas 

on giving a different answer to the question %bat kind of world shall you describe to your 

readers?" (Atwood, Second 333). Her movement h m  a "deliberately marginalioed 

position" to " a passionately committed moral stance towards poIiticai issues relating to 

gender and coIonial oppressionn (Howells 118) is one that marks and dem~ostrates the 

fluidity ofidentity, suggesting that the same transformation is possiMe for the mlleclive 

identity o f  Canada. 

In the post-modern world, physical, geographical a d  social displacement has 

become increasiagtv common The world is a global arena where peopk and cultures can 

flow between eontiers and borders, making "contact with each 'Other' (an 'Other' that is 

no longer simply 'out there,' but also within)" @tobins qtd in Hall, CQuestiion" 622). 

Moving outside the borders of their nations, Jack and Rennie make this contact with the 

"Other" that is now also a part of themselves. Their identities are m, longer the same, nor 

is their perception of both their homelands and lands abroad. In a simrlar mamx, the 

"Other" may physically enter Caoada and Wbec, presenting an outsider's perspective on 

their cultures. Our second chapter will address the fictional reptesentation of this 

phenomenon of movement h m  without to within. 

Chapter Two 

Permaaent Tourists= The View from Outside 



Globahation disrupts the settled contours of petsod and national identities as 

displacement exposes their closures to the pressure of-, ''otherness" and c- 

diversify (Hall, "Question" 627). In Jane Urquharts The Underpaiater and Ugine 

Robin's La ~ ~ i t e ,  outsiders enter into Englioh Canada and Que'bec, observing and 

absorbing their respective cultures- The two protagonists, a painter and a writer, present 

an outside view of these nations, which they express, in part, through their personal 

artistic aeSfhefic. Ahhough both outsiders, the nmnmer of their hdbidd disphment 

and crossing of borders differs. In The Undemhter, Austin Fraser's prolonged and 

repeated visits to Canada force him to re-evaluate his preconceived notions of the country, 

and of himself. In La O u e ! i t e ,  the migrant protagonist's presence m Q u e k  

contriiutes to the progressive changes in the nation's cultural identity- Both works can be 

considered novels of the nineties, because, although published in 1983, La Oue-ite was 

not widely read by QuCb&ois until its second publication in 1993. Robin's novel was 

ahead of its time, a d  its first English translation, a mark of its belated recognition, was 

published in 1997, the same year as The Undemainter. These novels both illustrate how 

one of the effects of globalization '%as been to trigger a widening of the field ofidentities" 

@Ml, ''Question" 627). The identities of both traveller d immigrant, as well as their 

perception of the host country, are i d u e d  by the experience of displacement. 

Urquhart and Robn portray this experience and the changes it brings abut, at the same 

time revealing the potential fluidity and multiplicity of identities in the post-modem world 

TEE UNDERPAINTER 



WhenoutsidersenterCanadaorQue'bec,~tbeyewah~backgtoU1ILIS, 

often viewing those cultures h m  a pespective different h m  those have who lived there 

for a long time- Many outsiders come to a foreign country with preconceived notions or 

myths of its cultural identity. In Jaae Utquhart's The UadetDainter, the protagonist, 

Austin Fraser, is a paiuter who visits Canada's northern shores of Lake Superior every 

summer for meen years. By choosing to narrate through the voice of an American artist, 

Urquhart expresses her interest in "how an artist would view om laadscape and 

geography. I liked this idea of the other view of us, and wanted to explore that, I really 

wanted to get inside that mind" (rrrquhart qtd. in Smith, CCAfter'' 18). Urquhart Wrifes in 

the first-person, usmg the point of view of Austin, an eighty-thee year old man who is re- 

examining his life. The novel opens in a present set in 1977 and in Rochester, New York, 

but readers soon follow the character into his past. Austin receives news of the death of 

his former model and mistress, Sara Pengelly, which renders him nostalgic and reflective 

of the times he has spent in Caoada Born in 1894, the span ofAustin's life, and therefore 

of his memoir, stretches across much of the twentieth century. Critic Neil Besner 

descn'bes how, in this wide &me, "Austin traces the mutual misapprehensions of 

Americans and Canadians looking across Lake Superior at tbe other's landscape and 

culture" (227). Outsiders' powers of observation are often heightened by displacement, 

and through their detailed observation of the new culture and landscape they may adjust or 

reject the myths with which they arrived. For Austin, this process of re-evahmting 

preconceived notions takes requires his initial physical displacement, and also his repeated 

return to Canada Years her  as he writes his memoir, a mental "displacement" back to 

the north completes his re-evaluation of his past. 



The Underminter prescats an American view of Canada and (hnadbs as being 

reIativeIy insiicant,  boring, timhhe and inferor- At the beginning of the novel Austin 

descn'bes his country's view of Canadar 

The country across the lake never really takes shape in the collective baghation 

of here. Cold, distant, separated by enough water that the curve of the earth 

makes it invislik, the the fatre dbpdisappears swiftly from the me mory... The 

impression left behind is as vague and fleeting as the various intensities of light 

over the lake, which change before they fblly register m the d.. (Urquhart 37) 

When Austin's fsther makes a hcky investment in a Canadian sihw mine, he refers to the 

location which brings him new wealth as  "Some godforsaken phce in Canada called 

CobaWy (Urquhart 41), suggesting his impression of the place as remote and even 

uncivilised. At the beginning of the summer of 1913, after Austin's first year of classes at 

the Rochester Art Iostitute, his &her takes him to his new lakeside summer property in 

the Canad$n town of Davenport. Although it is the namner "phyground" of his felow 

countrymen (Urquhart 47) with its pure air and clean water, Austin has no desire to leave 

Rochester for Canada. He would rather spend time working on his casual fiendships with 

the ''cultural 6 W  of his city (Urquhart 44). Despite this preference, Austin leaves to go 

north. While moodily exploring Davenport he befriends a young Caaadian named George 

Keams. George Eves a life that is very different fiom Austin's, as he works in a china hall 

and helps out in his ffther's neighborning grocery store when needed Austin is drawn to 

George's golden beauty, but is even more attracted by George's kimtion with his own 

lifestyle and art, ''having never before been so admired" (Urquhart 51). Although he 

appreciates his fiendship with George, Austin regards George and his lifestyle as 



uncomplicated and inferior to his own. The fobwing summer, when Austin aad his tither 

return to Canada, he is less rehctant, %ut still mcertah as to what a summer spent $r 

fiom what b] considered then to be intellectual stimulation might have to offer" 

(Urquhart 68). At this point, Austin clearly holds both himselfand the United States to be 

superior to Canada, ckssaying Canadians as less interesting and less inteIligent. 

In ''The West and the Rest: Discourse and Power," Stuart Hall d e h  a stereotype 

as "a one-sided description which results fiom the coUapsing of complex differences into a 

simple 'cardboard cut-out'" (215). In stereotypingy different characteristics run together 

or are condensed into one, makiug an exaggerated simp~cation which is then attached to 

a subject or place (Etan, 'West" 215). These SirnpMications are a form of oppression as 

they effectively deny people personal power and identity (Lynch 52). Similar to Rennie's 

stereotyping in Bodily Hann, which objectifies a d  negates the fun humanity of others, 

Austin's view of Canada and its citizens denies the multiplicity and complexity of their 

identities. The denial of complexity is comparable to a denial of importance. Like Rennie, 

Austin keeps his relationships with both George and Sara on a superficial level. He labels 

Sara as a woman who is gentle, mtud, and at one with the lad. At one point he thinks 

he is interested in the working class, and he sees in Sara '%he embodiment of all that" 

(Urquhaa 3 19). &ugh she is a Cornish miner's daughter and does appear closely 

Linked to the land, Austin's perception of Sara, as of Canada, is incomplete. He labels her, 

and makes her inseparable h m  the landscape he comes to paint, thereby denying her the 

possibility of truly existing elsewhere. In Iater yeas, when Sara surprises Austin m New 

York, he is cold to her, feeling that "[she] had no p k ,  no relevance at all, in this part of 

my life. She belonged m a light-filled room m the north [...I. Her presence in my city life, 



my winter Lac, was unacceptable" ( U q h  98). Austin's compreheosion a d  perception 

of Canada are limited and slanted as he sees the country only during the summer months 

when he paints. In the same way, he makes a "cardboard cut-out" of the Sara he 

seasonalty visits- Austin bekves that his composition of Sara is absolute: 7 believed that 

I was drawing - deliberately drawing - everytbiag out of her, that this act of making art 

filled the space around me so completely there would be no other bpressbns possiibk 

beyond the impressions I controlled" (vrqyhart 170). Although Austin can paint and 

draw Sara's body t w o - d b m s h ~ ,  he seems to perceive her identity in only one. 

Austin believes that, because he has captured Sara on so mauy canvases, he knows 

every aspect of her. He is startled when he leams that his knowledge and understanding 

of her is incomplete. Sara's identity is more cornpiex than Austin initially believes. He 

knows all of the objects in her house because "she had opened every drawer, every 

cupboard of her house to my dispassionate scrutiny, to the crazy inventory [he] was 

making in my sketchbooks" (rrrquhart 164), but there are certain things she has not told 

A& Although they present "a fortuitous combination of landscape, class and gender" 

(Urquhart 143), his paintings of Sara do not explore or reveal her untold secrets, nor her 

profound depth- In his paintings and m his conception ofher, Austin fieezes Sara m one 

setting and in one season. One summer, when he is not intending to teach at The Art 

Student's League the following autumn, Austin decides to stay until the end of September. 

Tbis decision allows him to see the change in seasons, with its surpris'mg stomfilled 

ccdays of gale-force winds, rain, and crashing breakers" (Urquhart 166). By chance, he 

sees a fox that quietly visits Sara once alI of the tourists have left the island, and he is 

curious about its peacefid presence in Sara's company. For the first time, Sara "denies" 



Austin something, telling him that he caanot paint the fox "He doesn't belong to you.. 

You never would have seen him at all ifyou Wt stayed" (Uquhaa 177). Although all 

of the summers Austin spends in S*er Islet run together, he remembers this visit with 

striking clarity because it has been "as ifSara were some other woman altogether and 

Silver I s k  Landing some other place" ( U r m  166). The break m Austin's summer 

pattern of coming and going to Lake Superior forces him to recognize that his perceptions 

have been narrow, and that he has more to know of Sara and the land she iuhabits. 

Despite Austin's perception of Canada and Canadians as less significant and 

stimulating than the United States, he invests the vast and distinct northern part of Cauada 

with superior spirituaiity. Towards the beginuing ofhis memoir, Austin remembers how in 

his childhood his mother used to take him for winter walks to a nearby river and cemetery 

in Rochester- She would proudly declare that they were northerners, and inform him that, 

"[thd north is the birthplace of spiritualism. [...I The north is where spiritualism livesn 

(Urqyhart 26). When Austin is nine years old, his mother dies fiom scarlet fever, but her 

passion for the north remains and develops within him. In "Landscape of the Heart," Kate 

Clanchy explains how the Canadian wilderness used to be considered "a site of 

summertime,art&tic pilgrimage, especdly for the painters of the Twenties and Thirtiesn 

(Cbchy 16). As an artist, Austin has two chief mentors who influence the development 

of his aesthetics: Robert Henri and Rockwen Kent, He discovers m RockwelI a similar 

passion for the north as there are three issues about which Rockwell's views never waver, 

one of thern being "the spiritual superiority of the northf) (Urquhart 142). Austin descnk  

how his mentor, who at one point had lived in Newfbudad, liked Canada and the clarity 

of the 6-u north. Just as RockweII was always "hying to shed the city - in spite of his love 



for it - h y s  trying to shed it so that he could disappear into weatber and open country" 

(Urquhart 178), Austin, having discovered the gorgeous north shore of Lake Superior, 

returns there each summer "hued by hadscape and by Sara" (Urquhart 145). 

In her now& Urquhart looks at Canadisn and American artists and the creative 

opportunities available to them, T&e U d d e r  reveals how Amerkam "have more 

money, more chances to develop their skills and sophistication, and more likelihood of 

attention aod success" (Ross). George i m p k  that tbe limitations of his artktk 

endeavours are a result of china being '?be only thing I can do ... in this place" (Urquhart 

5 1). Despite the novel's revelation of Canada's lack of artistic audience and means for 

educational training, Urqyht's portrayal of the country inverts the myth of Canada as a 

land without opportunity and signiscance: '%he Canadian mrth is tbe land of richness and 

liirty and the American south is the impoverished, constricting environment" (Robin, 

cVnderpainter" 1). In his summers spent in Caoade, Austin 6inds a truly majestic 

landscape whose design works as a magnet, continually attracting him The north 

becomes Austin's exotic pIace of inspiration, just as Tahiti was the exotic land in which 

Gauguin lived on "ecstasy, quiet, and art... in amorous harmony with the mysterious 

beings a r o d  m]" (Hunter & Jambus 43). Although Austin would lose his connection 

with Sara and the north each winter, by b y  he would have convinced himseIfc%at what 

was luring m] to the north was the knowledge that it was there, and only there, that 

be] was able to begin another year's worth of art" (Urquhart 201). 

Not OI@ do the majority of American characters verbalize their belief in the 

spirituality of the north, but the geography of The Undemainter also suggests its deep 

emotional impact, as "each stride that Austin takes towards fulIer feelings and richer 



relationships is taken in a northward direction* (Robin, Wnderpaiater" 4). Ironically aad 

in retrospect, Austin comes to see that the china hall, to which he initidy condescends, is 

"home to @] in a way tbat nowhere else had ever been" (Urquhart 146). In the north he 

is surrounded by people who are seositive to their emotiom and willing to invest them m 

others. M e r  an intense conversation with George about his unrequited love for Viv$a, a 

b e a m  Iocal girl, Austin sees p s b n  m George's fkce and ''is able to tum and see the 

summer landscape as b] never had before" (Uiqyhart 60). He writes that this was The 

first time I felt the stew before me to be one of perfit harmony. I had never before 

suspected it was possible tbat landscape - this impression - might be a compensation for 

misery, for loss" (Urquhart 60). Urquhart depicts the Canadian hndscape as well as its 

inhabitants as strongly spirituaL Austin a m i i e s  this spiritual tendency to tbeir cultural 

identity. In his review of The Underpainter, Roger Robin demibes how Sara becomes 

more than an artist's model for Austin, she becomes "a model of a real person, My 

feeling and firmly engaged m her time and place- In another inversion, Urquhart gives the 

characters with the fewest resources the richest hmer lives and the greatest wisdom" 

(Robin, ''Under_Dainter" 4). In spite of his egotistical attitude about himself and his 

country, A d  detects something special about the northem atmosphere and S a m  "Lake 

Superior. How strange that Sara lived beside a body of water, a body of deep currents, 

bearing tbat name" (ZTrqubart 84). 

In The Underpainter, Austin's aesthetic practice fbuctions as a metaphor for his 

identity and for his approach to Caoada He represents '%he embodiment o f  the cold 

ambition that seems to many to mark the evolution of modern art," refbshg '30 commit 

his own emotions either to canvas or to human relationshipsn (Ferris D5). Austin's artktk 



career can be divided into two major peridst In the first, he is a realist painter "depictiag 

his model's body and fhms, the objects tbat surround her in her d i m . .  and a landscape 

that speaks of human desolation, absence' a d  bss" (Gezari P2). In the second, he is a 

ccconceptual artist who obscures the realistie images he continues to produce by 

p- overpainting them with multiple layers of colour..." ( G e e  P2). This 

technique, which gives the novel its title, evolves m part fiom Austin's overly eager 

absorption of Robert Hemi3 dictum tbat the the is is paint, not what he sees in 

the world, but, as purely, rigorouslyy and detachedly as possible, his response to what he 

sees - to paint, as it were, bhnselfas he is affected by what he sees" (Besner 228). Ey 

C'underpaiutiog," Austin progressively erases, obscures and glazes over the 

representational, humao and more realistic aspects of his work. As critic Neil Besner 

suggests, the uchilliagly abstract and intumed aestheticn adumbrated by Henri's theories 

"Ms a l l  too well with the contours of Austio's own developing personalityy afFrmiag aad 

rationalizing the propriety of rigorously distancing himself from relationship, intimacyy or 

feeling, fiom embodiment in lived experiencen (228). In another of his lectures, Robert 

H~M remarks that a "'work of art in itself is a gesture and it may be wann or cold, inviting 

or repellentn (Hemi 86)- As RockweJl Kent later notes, Austin's work is 

""[cold]. . .as.. .hell" (Urqubart 261). Unable to accept this criticism, Austin further isolates 

b l f a n d  breaks his fiendship k t  with Rockwen d then with Sara, w b m  he b b s  

for the flaw m his work: '"This is an aesthetic decision,' I told her. 'I'm not talking about 

character'" (Urcpbmt 264). Austin's "aesthetic decisions," the icy tone of his art and even 

. . 
his present home, a large, white, modem, rnmmalist house that he feels "suits @m] so 

well" (Urquhart 34), reflect the "interior Arctic" of Austin's identity (Urquhart 21 6). 



In his 1956 essay The D e h m n  of Art," Joe Ortega y Gasset descriibes 

the tempenm~nt of the modem artist, dong with some of the characteristics of the new 

art. When sdmiring more traditional art, such as that ofRomanticism or Naturalism, 

viewers "are brought into contact with interesting human diairs'' and there is an mvitation 

for 3entimental interventionn (Ortega y Gasset 9). Ortega y Gasset argues that works of 

this kind are only Cm works ofart," because all that is required to enjoy them is 

"human sensibility and wdhgms to s p p t h k e  with our neighbour's joys and worries'' 

(1 1). In contrast, to those "possessed of the particular gif t  of artistic seas'b'llayn (Ortega y 

Gasset 11) modern art provides true artistic pleasure. The critic calk the new art an 

"artistic art," one that focuses on the transparent paw of a window rather than the scene 

beyond it (12). The shift towards "pure art," a movement that Austin seems to follow, 

includes a tendency to elimioate '?he human, all too human, elements predominant m 

romantic and naturalistic production" (Ortega y Gasset 1 1). In tmWonal art, U[max& 

house, mountain are at once recognized, they are our good old fiends; whereas in a 

modem painting we are at a loss to recognize them" (Ortega y Gasset 19). According to 

the critic, modem artists deform reality and shatter its human aspect; their art '% inb- 

not only because it contains no things human, but also because it is an explicit act of 

dehummhtion" (Ortega y Gasset 21). Austin's underpainting results in the impossibility 

of recognition. His style, like him, is cold, literally and symbolicaIly repressing emotions in 

an attempt to '3riumph over human matter" (Ortega y Gasset 21). 

Austin's artistic sensibilities influence the way he perceives and interacts with the 

Canadians he meets. In his essay, Ortega y Gasset implies that in order for the artist to 

produce "pure art" he must, in a sense, "dehumanize" himcelf'tvith a maximum of 



dismce and a minimum of fee- interventionn so that his s e n s i i  can focus on 

cccoIour values, lights, and shadows" iosteacf ofthe joy, painor suffering before him (16). 

Austin spends hours observing and interacting with Sara a d  George, but because of his 

artistic creed he is never able to &enter the h y  of  experiencen and participate fully in their 

lives, nor perhaps his own. Like Rexmie's iaitiany detached attitude m Bodily  him^ 

Austin takes the modem aesthetic and Henri's teaching too much to heart and chooses to 

remain aloof f?om the workk "My teacher taught us to stand in h n t  of  the world whilp 

overlookiag altogether the world's response to us; rmless, of course, that response were 

an acknowledgement of our own innate superiority, our special vision" (Urquhart 84). 

Ironically, "although Austin asserts his superiority over the lowerckss Canadians 

he befiends, he would be at a loss without access to the vivid and gripping stories of their 

lives, which he uses as fodder for his art" (Go-). The Canadian characters in the 

book live "111" Lives, take risks, and make profound connections with others. 

For example, Sara risks Ioving Austin and braves long harsh winters alone; George 

c c s u r r ~ ~  himeeIfwah breakable things and is himselfbroken, by war and unrequited 

loven (Krauss X06); and Augusta, George's fiend, cares so deeply for her fiunily and 

fr-iends that when she loses them m the First World War she returns h m  overseas a shell- 

shocked nurse, addicted to morphine. In contrast to these attractively vulnerable 

characters who actuany =enter the landscape" and 'tenture into the woods," Austin 

experiences Life second-hand and C"mereiy snaps the pictures' 'kes'  the images. They 

show; he tells" (Krauss XO. h his memoir, Austin provides a q ~ c k  summary of his life, 

revealing his lack of ccnrarsive invohemenf': 

I missed the Armory Show by one year. 



I participated in neithex war, 

I never travelled faaher north than the opposite shore of Lake Superior. 

I avoided love, (Urquhart 34) 

Headmitsthat hewasdiffaerrthmthecanadianskmet, saying"thentherewasme, 

dimishg reIationship so casually" (Uquhart 34). 

Austin Eves like a voyeur, %."having been taught that the only d u e  an experience 

holds for an artist is in the art which arises h m  a" (Fairweather Fl). With reference to 

Sara, Austin writes: 

I wanted every detail of her in my painting - her body, her anaxtry, her landscape, 

her house - wanted the kind of intimacy that involved not just the rendering of her 

physical being but also the smell of her skin and hair; the way she moved around 

her kitchen, the sounds at the back of her throat when she d e  love ... 

(Urquhart 170) 

At the same time, "b] wouid have preferred not to have been known by her at ail" 

(Urquhart 170). When Sara tries searching for the map of his character, Austin simply 

teh her that he 'Teek things privately" (Urquhart 173). He does not want Sara "to see the 

man really was" (Urq- 104). Austin's underpainting is "an aesthetic game of hide 

and go seek" with the public @airweather Fl). It emphasizes his desire not to be seen, as 

his tramtiormation of realistic portraits a d  landscapes to indistinct abstractions leaves 

cconly a hint of the absence of emotion wbich created them in the first placen (Fairweather 

F1). Voyeurism "is predicated on being outside" and it codrms, m part, the notion of 

exclusion (Armstrong 239). Austin wants to remain outside and succeeds m doing so. 

However, on one occasion while watching Sara sleep he is embarmssed a d  ashamed by 



his own voyeurism. As dkussed in the SeCfiOn on Bodily Ekm, Disna Brydon lioLs 

tourists and voyeurs because they both use "the concept ofCaesthetEc distance' as a 

respectable cover for aggressionn ("catl'bbeann 183). Austin uses this same cover, but is 

ashamed of his voyeurism "not because his gaze is prurient but because it is so disengaged, 

remote, and heartless* (Gezari P2). Although he does not change his lifestyle, Austin has 

his fkst sense that his behaviour might not be right and he "can never bring [himsell] to tell 

Sara that b] had seen her naked face (vqybrt 104).* 

Austin is both a literal and metaphorical tourist in Canada. Looking back and 

writing his memoir Austin is aware of his status as a "permanent tour%&: "I was a tourid 

then I sense that I have remained a touristn (Urquhart 69). The reason behind his 

"tourist vision" and Ilfestyle does not lie in his hometown, but rather in his artistic 

ideology. Unlike his mother, who udespises cameras because they 'stop things' and 

'obliterate'" (Goldmen), Austin spends his Life seeking and selecting "good view" to 

fixme (Urquhart 141). From the first moment he sees Sara sweeping his hotel porch, 

Austin imagines '%he sharp edge of  a graphite pencil capturing the motion, the gesture. 

Freezing it" (Urquhart 14). While Renaie looks for the "picturesque" to avoid the darker 

part of reality, Austin takes h m  the visual only that which athacts his eye and can 

therefore be made into art. He becomes "a master o f  selectivity" and is "able to discard 

frivolous stimuli at will'' (Urquhart 82). Robert H. had taught him that "unless it could be 

turned into art, absolutely nothing was worth m] time" (vrqdkt 84). Austin can select 

a "good view" and in his OM age can use his eidetic memory to recall specific "scenes, 

1 am barowing the term -anat tourist" f b m  the title of P.K. Page's poem The Permanent 
Tomists," just as Diana Brydon does on page 183 in her article ' Q r i i  Revolution & Literary 
Cmvetrtim." 



fkces, h d w p e s ,  rooms, qualities of light -- but he cannot establish relationships, and 

always, m the mime of his art's sake, he must preserve a scrupulously impersod distance 

from his subjects, inchding Sara" (Besner 229). Austin's position as a tourist never 

wavers, his "outsider stat&' being the "greatest safeguard for his 'pure' art" (Ferris D5). 

The "cold intimacy" of Austin Fraser's aesthetic and tourist vision, along with his 

mkture of conflicting notions of Canada as less sigdkmt yet valuable m its spiritual 

su@ority, form a base fkom which the artist is able to become an expbiter- In a lllimner 

similar to Bods, Rarm The Underminter equates tourism with irresponsi'bility, where 

Austin, as a tourist, is a new imperialist who feels he can exploit a country he can easily 

leave behind (Brydon, CThi'bbeann 183). In his memoir, Austin tells bits and pieces of the 

histories and stories of the Canadians he meets, those he has been collecting and then 

recording in his sketch pad and on his canvases. For two decades, between the ages of 

twenty and forty, Austin has been a collector "in the gathering period of @is] Lac" 

(Urquhart 33). He refers to himself a s  "an accumulator, a hoarder" who "trespassed 

everywhere and tbieved constantly" (Urqukt 33) and now, later in He, he is haunted by 

ckobbed histories, stolen goods" (Urcphart 34). In her will, Sara leaves Austin her cabin 

in the north even though she had already given him so much of herselfand the story of her 

past, including her father's "sad history as a transplanted Cornish miner" (rrrqyhart 79). 

Austin, fhstrated by the constant crashing of images m his miad, feels the legacy she 

leaves him was a deliberate act of cruelty, 'kvenge for [his] selectivity as a taker" 

(Urqubart 79). His interactions with the Canadians and their landscape are not only chilty, 

but also exploitative as he ''uses fiends and lover as models sources of inspiration, and 

counterpoints to his own lifen (Ferris DS), Austin's confession that Y absorbed 



everything I could, used it in my art, but gave nothing ofmyselfin return" (Uquhmt 180) 

reveals how hir relationship with Caosda and Canadbs is seKinterested. 

The literal exploitation of  the Canadian landscape by Austin's fiather, a wealthy 

capitalist investor who mines for silver, is linked to the figurative one of Austin (Besner 

230). Both Austin and his fkther look at Canada with an hnperialist gaze, seeing its %w 

materials" as a means to increase their personal wealth. Robert Hemi had told Austin that 

"[aaJ is a kind of mini&.. The artist a vadety ofpmspector searching for the sparkling 

silver of meaning m the earth. (Urquhart 84). Recalling this analogy, Austin thinks of his 

father and men like him, whose mvestments "tore open the wilderness, penetrated the 

earth, moved mountains, and who ultimately were responsible for creating the fbrious 

machines that would eventually be used m the wars* (Urquhart 84). The language of the 

recollection conmtes great violence a d  a rape of sorts. Austin recalls looking at the 

Canadian landscape and wanting to fit the shape of The  Sleeping Giant'' into one of his 

paintings- At the same h e ,  he recognizes that both he and his fither "had exploited this 

landscape -differently, it's true - but we had expbited it nevertheless" (Urquhart 327). 

Austin agrees with Robert E's comparison, declaring that art, like mining, is about 

success, ambition, greed and CCexpioitation at the expense ofnature and humanity. And, in 

the end, sometimes beauty" (Urquhart 84). Austin alludes to the fhct that the production 

of his art can be destructive; he may destroy the real beauty of the subject he paints and his 

gestures might hurt the subject itself. 

Sara is a very natural woman who understands the land, so that Austin readily 

associates her with her kndscape. This connection between woman and land is not new, 

as many artists and writers have made the link before. In "Degas and the Female Body;" 



Carol M- Armstrong describes how the f e d  nude, %hen h e  of narrative situations, is 

most often constituted hntally and horizontally - as a kind of kndscape, its signiscant 

part of the torso, its limbs merely ebngations of the line created by the supine, stretched- 

out torso" (237). Austin is a- tbat his weahby New York audience is fond of his nude 

paintings of Sara In Bodilv Harm, Rennie fears that she is being used by men as "raw 

material;" in The Underpainter, Sara is the actual 'hw materialn for a man's art- Austin 

sees the Canadianlandscapeasaviewhe canfi-mne and seil, andhe thinks ofSaraasa 

body that can be %an into poses m] could also fhme and sel" (Ur- 98); thus he 

transforms both her and her country mto marketable o b m .  The U n d d t e r  depicts 

Americans as neo-imperialists and, in illuseating Canada's relation to the United States, it 

raises concerns about Wle disquieting paralIeIs between Canada's identity and women's 

identity m society" (Goldman). Critic Marlene G o l b  remarks that Austin's attitude 

toward Canada and Sara %pecifk@ recalls Northrop Frye's observation that, after the 

Northwest Passage Wed to materialize, Canada Canada became 'colony in the mercantilist 

sense, treated by others less like a society than as a place to look for things.'" Urqubart's 

novel seems to suggest that the American outsider perceives Canada with its lad, 

inhabitants, and convenient location, as a piace worthy almost exclusively of exploitation, 

The interactions between Austin and Sara raise questions of power in gender 

relatiom Critic Linda Nochlin argues in 'Women, Art, and Power" that representations 

of women m art ''are founded upon and serve to reproduce indisputably accepted 

assumgtions held by society in general, artists m particular, and some artists more than 

others about men's power over, superiority to, difference h m ,  and necessary control of 

women" (1). These assumptions coincide with those linking a woman's "identity with the 



realm of n a ~ "  and d e 6 g  ha existence 3 s  objectn (Nochlin 2). Robert Heori had 

ta- that "[art] is a mad&itbn of constractive power," maintaining that the artist 

owns. controls, and can h l y  manipulate m y  subject that bas caught his attention (Hemi 

253). This notion has serious implications for the relationship between artist and model 

an4 in the case of The UndezDaiLIter, the thelationship between a rmn and a wornan 

Potentially, the model del who herself bwer in a hierarchy of power may be objectified 

and dehumanized, subjected to the power ofthe artin When Austin was in Robert 

Hemi's art class, the models he drew "never seemed quite real to m]" (Urquhart 73). 

His instructor rarely spoke to the girls who posed, teaching that it was "the artist's 

response to the subject, not the subject itse6 that was important" (Urquhart 73). 

Urquhart fiuther complicates the relationship between the artist and his subject by making 

Sara not only Austin's model, but also his lover. Unlike the harmonious relationship of 

equals found between Jack and PiMmine in VoDcswatzen Blues, that of Austin and Sara is 

lopsided because Austin, with his cold artistic mentality. oaly Wes" and does not treat 

Sara as though they were on the same level. His labelling a d  permanent placement of her 

on the summertime shores of Lake Superior implies his sense of superiority and desire for 

control as well as his denial of her I11 humanity and the fhdity of her identity. 

Austin's own identity construction influences his relationship with Sara Jack and 

P i t ~ m i n e  are androgynous characters whose relationship demonstrates a respect and 

acceptance of the other. Austin Fraser, onthe other hand, xwdiests a more traditional 

concept of "masculinity," denying any Yeminine" aspects of his identity. Rockwell Kent 

advises Austin that "[women] are like forestsreSfS.. You can't just enter them, you must let 

them enter you as welL You must let their ftuidity form one-third of your character" 



(Urqyht 143). However, unlike his absorption of Robert Hemi's lectures, Austin either 

does not understand, or simpb does not take Rockwell's words to heaa. He m a  

'-uline" outlook on life, wanting to be in control and not wanting sentiment to cause 

reverberations m his E- Rennie, we recall, "amputates" the "feminine" and cariug part of 

her identity, whereas Austin never allows such a characteristic to develop within him. His 

relationship with Sara exemplifies his mntality as he tries to keep everything constant and 

the emotional level calm and untructUatinguntructuating In his memoir, Austin recalls his beliefthat 

'%y controlling @is] own responses, b] could control Sara's as well" (Urquhart 166). 

When Sara decides to visit Austin m New York she breaks out of his "cardboard cut-out" 

construction of her. Austin thereby loses some of his control ad, surprised responds 

with his own "crazy form of panic" (Urquhart 98), treating her cruelly. Austin admits 

that, after Sara's quiet departme, he continued '30 reconstruct the wotnan I knew waited 

for me on the xmrthern edge of the largest of lakes, to separate her completely fiom the 

woman who had, against my wishes, visited me in the city" (Urqubart 99). The entire 

episode "bruised [Austin's] memory in some way" (Urqubmt 99), affecting his sense of 

control over Sara and his emotions. He justjib his treatment of Sara by saying: 

'T3etween the artist and the model, you see, there must always be a distance" (Urquhaa 

99); but for Austin there must also be a distinct distance between his vislile "masculinen 

character and his repressed (almost non-existent) emotional side. Just as he covers the 

realistic and representational images of his art, the underpainter erases his "femininen side. 

Austin's 'h3asculine" men* coincides with the "mascuiine" attributes of 

Modern art. According to Ortega y Gasset, history rhythmidly swings back and forth 

between the poles of sex, "stressing the masculine qualifies in some epochs and the 



f* in othersn (48). The modemist tradition "had increasingly partaken ofthe 

methods and logic of science," a field deemed to be "masculinen @unter & Jacobus 357)- 

Critic Margaret Walters describes how Austin's most recent work, a series called The 

Erasures7 leads "itselfto contemporary critical discourse on topics such as absence, 

abandonment and 'the suppression of feminiaity in contemporary society'" @I). 

Therefore, as the case of Austin shows, modern art and the temperament of the modern 

artist "point to a time of mascuhiky" (mega y Gasset 48). In Tbe Underphter, Sara is 

representative of  Canada through her strong association with the hndscape, but George 

Kearns also represents Canada and its cultural identity. Throughout the novel the identity 

of this young Canadian becomes increasingly linked to his livelihood and passion for china 

Despite his lack o f  respect for it, Austin can see that the china painting "defined George 

somehow. He was the lake7 it was the wind" (vquhart 92). Austin's treatment and 

attitude towards George and his work in the chiaa hall exemplify his view of Caoada, 

which he perceives as "feminine" and ioferior. The aesthetic conflict between George and 

Austin is that of R o d c i s m  and Modernism. To Austin, George's picturesque chioa is 

"feminine" and represents "the 'poin;tless decoration' which is anathema to modemist art" 

(Marchad M21). To a "serious art student," china painting is a polstime of which he 

disapproves (Urquhart 5 1). Austin first sees George m an apron, a piece of clothing 

traditionally associated with women, and he fmls that "this white apron separated 

[George] fiom -1 entirew (Urquhart 51). On outings when George would bring a 

cardboard folio m which to press the flowers he wanted to use for his designs Austin 

would sneer at the practice "as much for its girhhnes as for its UllSUifability to the 

making of what b] believed, then, to be 'real art'" (Urqubart 52). What Austin denies or 



obliterates in himsee he sees and th is in George. The two artists are 'polar opposites" 

(MarchandM21), not o n l y i n t h e s t y % d t y p e o f ~ r t y p d u c e ~ a l s o  inthe sense 

that Austin considers bimseff more %amhe" than his Tieminbe" fkhd George. 

Just as Austin views china pabtbg as a humble and subordinate art, he views 

George as inKerior "because of his craft, and because of his lack of schooling, wealth and 

social connectionsn (Greene 3). Where Austin sees "only a kachen dish," George sees "a 

complete worid" (Urquhart 76) that "chronlcks and celebrates the beauty of everyday We'" 

(Greene 3). While the china painter descrii  and analyses one of his pieces, Austin 

contemplates what he considers the terrible grinding dar?iness of George's life: 

How pathetic that he should have to spend his days contemplating kitchen china. 

There was a kind of horror in it, futility. 1 almost disliked him at that moment, fbr 

my own certainty that nothing at all was ever going to happen to him. The shop 

seemed snaller, m o w e r  than it had just moments before. I became aware of a 

staleness m the air. (Urquhart 77) 

Austin's attitude toward George and his craft reflects his view of Canada A passage 

descriiing the art of Toronto and Montreal ateliers makes explicit the liok between china 

and Canada, particularly in Austin's eyes. The china of these ateliers "was given a 

particularly Canadian fhvour. Typical landscapes fiom each of  the provinces were 

popular along with detailed renderings of specific lbra and fBunan (Urquhart 74). For 

example: "ova Scotia... was fjshing boats; Quebec, winter scenes with sleighs; 

Saskatchewan, sheafk of wheat and grain elevators; British Columbia, groups of 

mountains, and so on" (Urqu)rsut 75). The whole wlkction gives Austin the impression 

that =George's country was a toy corn-, one to be played in, and played with, but one to 



be locked away with the dolls when you reached a certain age" (Urqyimrt 75). Austin's 

opinion of George's chhg paraUeIs his outsider view of Canada as boring7 less sigdhnt ,  

and easy to exploit. 

The artistic diflkmx between Austin and George "seems to mirror an emotional 

difference." George is 3mmhxuted and whereas Austin is ''remote and 

unengaghg" (Marchand M21). Urq- herself makes a comparison between the 

characters, descriiing George as an amateur artist wbo "loves his art and is beyond 

W o n  and ideology7" and Austin as embodying "the artist as celebrity phenomenon... 

hyped by the rnedia to the point where his art gets lost, and he becomes a %hion. [He] is 

the s u d  artist, but he is not a good one. He cannot stay connected to his own soul" 

(Urqubart qtd. in Robin, 'Underpainter" 5). As descn'bed earlier in this chapter, Austin's 

aesthetic and approach to life are cold and distant, In contrast, George appears to be 

more sensitive to his subjects and to those with whom he has relationships. He is willing 

.. . 
to risk being broken. George acts as a foil, hi-lighting Austin's lack o f  sen- and a 

caring heart. Their difference becomes particularly noticeable with the advent o f  Worid 

War I. Austin is disengaged fiom the war right h m  its onset. When he sees George off; 

he is surrounded by Canadians displaying a strong sense o f  unity and patriotism, and he 

feels "alien, excluded; my American nationality, my lack of d o r m  making me appear to 

be almost like another genus and species" (ZTrquhart 91). His alienation h m  the 

Canadian war experience increases, however7 when George returns from overseas deeply 

changed by what he has seen and experienced and Austin canmt empathize with him. On 

one of his visits to Davenport, Austin's writing about a particular art rt is mterrupted 

by the uncontrollable shaking and spastic twitching of George's torso and hands. Austin 



finds himseIfhoMing George's hands in his own, sllrprised tbat a war that had been over 

for ten years could stin cause such a violent reaction m a man. He t ~ e t  understad, nor 

does he attempt to grasp the depth of George's s&erbgs. Unlike Rennie's holding of 

Lorn's hands, Austin's clasp'mg of George's is not a moment of redemption, nor an act of 

"intentional kindness" (Urcphart 207). Austin remains as aloof as possi'ble fiom the 

incident. However, he does gain some sort of insight into the icy depths of his personality- 

As he returns to reread his writing about the art critic, he mtes that " the tone ofit was 

mean-spirited, cynicaL There was nothing amusing about it at ail" (vrquht 208). 

In The Undemabter, Urquhart explores the catastrophic influence of the war on 

Canad$n We, 'cexposing the devastation wrought in the lives of the thousands of youug 

Canadians who fought m the last wars and who re turned... %with miads fbll of horror to a 

landscape with no physical evidence of war'" (Clanchy 16). The novel hints at hom@hg 

and "unpaintable war-trauma..' Cpadei 4). When George is in Europe during the war, he 

bas the opportunity to visit Monsieur Lambert, a well-know artisan, who shows him his 

beautifid works, Later, overcome with sorrow, George explains to Austin that "the war 

finished them off altogether. Nothing beautifid and hgile could survive it" (Urquhart 

190). While in Lambea's studio, George r e a k s  tbat there are two worlds of art: "One 

up there,' he pointed towards the ceiling again, "and one down here, a little closer to 

earth"' (Urquhart 192). Ke tek Austin that there is one world of art now I...] 

Yours" (Urquhart 193). George's sense ofpain and loss regarding the h t  tbat 

c"beautifUZ w e '  objects were no longer being made," reflects his sense that during the 

war "[everything] was dying" (Urqubart 191). According to critic Philip Marchand, the 

vaal principle of The UndefDainter is a mood, a tone of sadness which emerges not only 



fiom Urquhart's imagiaation but b m  something deep in the history of Can& "It is the 

sadness of stoic seKded, of huge sacrifices made for uquestbnable ends, of small and 

large renunciations, that haunts our collective past and rises so pewee out of the pages 

of this novel" (M21). 

hitdy, George begins painting on china because that is the only medium 

available to him, but m the aftermath of war and abandonment he comes to value it 

precisely because it has the ability to "contain" @obia, Wnd-er" 5) and therefore to 

give- These aspects of George's craft, which Austin arrogantly dm- reflect the 

china painter's character- After his return to Canada, George lives with Augusta who, as a 

nurse in the war, has also been traumatiad She and George physically and emotionally 

nourish and care for one another, revealing a deep and ten& relationship that is foreign 

and startling to Austin George writes Austin regular letters about Augusta, whereas 

Austin, who only later realizes he could have told George anything, never even bothers to 

tell him about Sara In Jmuary of 1937, the distinction between Austin and George 

becomes blatantiy obvious. While in New York, Austin bumps into Vivian, the girl 

George had loved in his youth. After a casual one night affair, the two decide to visit 

George m Davenport. In the past, Austin had never probed into the important details of 

George's Me in an attempt to maintain a certain distance, and as he drives the icy roads to 

Canada he does not consider how this surprise visit might &at his fiend. He soon learns 

that Vivian d George had married and that the very next day she had left him. The visit, 

which is fikd with tension and intense emotion, ends when George decides to drive 

Vivian to the train station m Toronto. Before he leaves, however, George, f k d y  

m a t e d  with Austin's insensitivity and glacial inability to care, removes a painted tea- 



cup fiom a shei fm his shop a d  thrusts it m A d s  fire, saying: "At least I could have 

taken some nourishment h m  this ... At least I could have rmed it again and again with 

warmth. Can you say the same thing about anything you've done" (Urquhart 284). At 

that moment Austin gives m response. Not until much time has passed a d  Austin bimseIf 

witnesses tragedy does he come to recognize the iciness of his personality' along with the 

significance of his Cauadian iKe&, the intensity oftheir relationships, and the profound 

impact of the war on their country and lives His memoir, however, reveals his answer to 

George's question, and that answer is no. 

The events tbat occur on the winter evening m 1937 are the catalyst for a serious 

change in Austin. Austin spends the night waiting in the china hall with Augusta- She 

tells him the story of her life, giving him the details of her childhood, her brothers, her 

special fiend, the war, her addiction to morphine, a d  her her with George during and 

after their shared experience at a psychiatric hospital for war veterans, all of which Austin 

recounts in his memoir. At the end of this section, entitled .Might in the China Hall, 

Augusta and George both commit suicide. Before George's service overseas, he had 

informed Austin that he was to inherit his private collection of precious c u  and now 

"the shards of [this] china coIlection were strewn like petals d around the room" 

(Urquhart 31 1). These broken pieces ofchiua were Austin's ihst inheritance and they 

contained a message which "spelled out... that George believed that I had never 

understood, that I was tespo~lsl'ble, that the scene that greeted me in this boyhood room 

hi been created by me as surely m ifit were a painting I had completed with my own 

hand" (Urquhart 3 12). Austin admits that what had transpired was worse tban a 

deliberate act of cruelty, m] was an act of carelessness" (Urqubart 3 12). After the death 



of his fiends, "c~atrolliug things, ordering them, became untenable7" a d  Austin removes 

his ccdanger~us se l fhm the bmocent t d k  ofhunmity," begins to look inward and no 

longer "takesn from the world (Uiqubart 215). Only now is he fuuy aware of how 

damaging his cold aesthetic and approach to He and dationships have been. 

Austinwnsidershistrueinheritance^uncertahdy"~rquhart217). As the 

surfkes upon which he stands break and the structure of his lifestyle d identity folds, he 

questions his perception and trwrtment of Canada a n d k  Caaadian fiknds- As an old rnan 

he asks unanswerabk questions about the opinions and hes of his 6irieeds7 wondering bw 

long he had refused "to look at Wrge, to learn him, to come to know him?" (Urqubart 

309). For years since the time of his hkbmce7 Austin has been slowly reassembling the 

broken china collection, 6inally sharing George's passion for the art "closer to the earth" 

(Urquhart 192). Towards the end of his memoir Austin completes the last piece of  the 

collection It is a landscape by a Staffordshire potter which is titled ^Ontario Lake 

Scenery7" but it portrays "elegant ladies, a ruined castle, several mountains, and East 

Indian tents" (Urquhart 336). Austin, recognizing the painted terrain as a "theatrical 

mirage7 a fantasy," reflects upon his own cccomplicated preco~'~pti0ns" of Canada and 

Caoadians (Urquhart 336). ARer he leams the in history and mawelIous facts of the 

Canadkm locals, he rejects '%he myth that Canadians are boring" and of no serious 

importance (CTrquhart qtd. in Kowelk et a1 20). He sees his mistake in believing "that 

nothing Emportant would ever happen to a young man who sat m an apron behhd the 

counter in a Canadian China haU" (Urquhart 336), and acknowledges that his aesthetic had 

"~1ockecQ his view7 keeping him distant h m  his own life7' ( U r m  337) as well as fiom 

others. After sweeping up the shards scattered acmss George's room during that fatefbl 



winter visit, Austin knows exactly what he is going to do: "I was going to drive north" 

(Urqllhart 3 13)- He makes plans to meet Sara at the Port Arthur hotel, inteading to 

expose his life and himselfto k, seeking her forgiveness for his icy distance, his cold 

- 9 .  

scrutrmPng and fi.aming of her body and her being. Austin wants to be "exonerated" 

(Urquhart 33 1)' but in the end he drives away before she arrives: "in ail faimes, 

ultimatelyy I could not bear to pollute her streng& with my own dnmapinp weaknesses. I 

panicked m the face of the possibility of happinessn ( U t e  334). &ugh Austin can 

now recognize both Sara's and his own fU humanity and the possible breadth and depth 

of their emotions, he is too ahid and stiII unable to let Sara into his He. Austin misses his 

chance to renew their relationship and to find redemption through Sara 

In the end, Austin performs his repentance through his memoir and h a l  painting, 

The Underpainter, both of which reveal the effects of his interactions with Canada Like 

Jack Waterman and Rennie Word,  Austirr also writes about bis own transformation. 

Although he is never able to put to good use the Iessons he has learned, his story of "cold 

intimacy is a warning to others. Just as Jack's dispIacement leads him to explore and 

accept 'T+caaifP as part of his identityy Austin's travels north lead hhn to explore 

and accept a "Canadian" aspect ofhimself His accumulation of Sara's cabin and more 

specifically of George's china collection, parallels a change in Austia Before the war 

when George tells Austin about his will, he pictures his "orphaned collection destined for a 

foster home, mother shorey' (Urqubart W), but when Austin actually does bring the china 

to the United States, he also carries with him the symbolism ofGeorge's craft and being m 

the world Austin's once prevailing 'hulseulinen identity gains a sensitive and more 

' Y i e Y '  side. His coktion of the pieces of his Canadian fkkods' lives no longer 



reflects a sebh thieving, but instead takes on a new meaning- Jean Baudrillatd writes, m 

''Tk System of CoI%cting," that mvar$bIy it is oneserfthat one collects (12). A given 

collection is made up of a succession of pieces or terms, Tmt the final tenn must always 

be the person of the collectof (Bauhhd 12). In a similar rmmm to his reconstruction 

of the hgmented china collection, The Underpar'nter is AAustin's attempt to reassemble 

himselfwith the details of all he has experienced, both first and second-- He plans to 

inchde the meank&d persons, objects, histories, p b  and views of those that touched 

his We, h m  his mother, Sara, George and Augusta to RockweU and even Vivian. This 

W canvas, "at long last, pays homage to them, and acknowledges what they mean to 

him" (Walters Fl). Austin will paint himretfas the ''hnplacable rock man* (Urquhart 

340), similar perhaps to T h e  Sleeping Giant" of the Canadian landscape, surrounded by 

miles and miles of ice. Alone in New York, Austin will keep this ungbzed @thg close 

to him so that he ' a y  look at the images there, h m  time to time:' images "full of all the 

possibilities that we betieve exist in alternative landscapes, alternative homelands. Hills 

and trees, gold-leafbirches, skies and lakes and distances" (Urquhart 340) - Canada 

LA OUEBECOITE 

As we have seen in our discussion of the three previous novels, displacement often 

leads to the transformafion of personal and cultural identities, revealing at the same time 

their fluid, multiple and hgmented nature. R&he Robin's La Quemite explores the 

effects of displacement by hypothetically placing the immigrant protagonist, a Parisian 

Jew, m three different Montreal neighbourhoods and m different personal relationships, 



each time focusing on a distinct aspect of the ptagonist's identity- Symbolically, the 

unnamed protagonist, or the QueWwite, is an autobiographical projection of the novel's 

narrator and of Robin herse1E Robin is an immigrant or m i i t  writer who expresses aod 

participates m the "cane and go" betweem two places, the process of 

re(de)territorialization, and an experience of drifting (Lequin 3 1). Simon Hare1 argues 

that there is an "interrogation panicpen that accornpmk the narration of her novel, a 

questioning based on YQlli suk-je en ce lieu qai m ' q p d t   mu‘?" ("Mont&ln 164). 

While the protagonist struggles to solve tbe puzzle of who she is, and attempts to establish 

herselfin Q u e k  through physical and mtellectual tactics, Robm reveals that a single and 

simple answer to this question is impossible. The QueMoite tries to understand and 

appropriate Que-is culture in several ways, particularly through her wandering aad 

observation, her identity as a woman, and her personal relationships. However, she 

encounters fiom both herselfand Quek a resistance that blocks her path to successll 

assimilation and complicates her search for a coherent and lmitied identity. Unlike Austin 

Fraser who visits Canada only during the summer and maintains the status of a "pzrmanent 

tourist," the u~uramed protagonist of Robin's novel moves to Que'bec seeking intimacy 

with its people and culture. Her position as an outsider m intimate contact with Q u e ! i s  

culture influences both her persod identay and her perception of her new country- La 

O u d k i t e ,  like VoIkswaeen Blues, undermines the myth of Q u e k  as a unified and 

homogewous culture. According to Michel Foucault, the subject is relational and 

contingent (qtd. m McDoweU 22). Rather than being a fixed and stable entity which 

enters into social relations with all its k t s  in place, the subject is CCahwa-ys fluid and 

provisional, m the process of becoming" (McDowell22). Robin uses the displacement of 



her protagonist to reveal not only the hgxnented and fluid nature of personal identities, 

but also the potential hybriday ofcuiturai ones, the fkt that coastructions of collective 

identity are also in the "process of becoming-" 

The migrant protagonist of La Oue-ite attempts to establish herselfin Quebec 

by meam of phy- psychobgical and intellectual strategies- Her primary strategy is 

wandering. The title of Phyllis Aronofi? s translation of the novel The Wanderer, identifies 

'Terrancen or " wandering" as a central theme of the work. Metaph~ricaay~ the 

Qu6bkoite wanders between two cuhres, their codes of behaviour, language, and 

politics. On a literal level, she physically wanders through the streets of M o n W  to orient 

herselfand to apprehend her new city As an outsider her swse of observation is keen and 

MontrM presents her with an CCexp&ence de la SwStimulation sensorielle" (Euel, 

'Montr&L" 157). Her wanderings are an oppommity to absorb the physical and cultural 

details of Quebec. Using the words ofa traditional Que-is song, she comments that 

Qut5bec West pas un pays, mais l'hiver" (Robin 60) and she therefore tries to learn about 

its snow and temperatures: 'YTU apprendras les diff intes q&& de neige et la poudrerk 

qui cingle le visage" (Robin 60). Her senses are finely tuned to the city's sights, SOU.& 

and smells: "Salut, respiration asthmatique de la ville. Tu te sers bien Les quartierS 

roses, les quartiers lilas, les quartiers bleus, les quartiers gris, f b e r i e s  - d&mbulations - A 

PCcoute des bruits, des odeurs - les villes cannek - les villa curry - les villes oignons" 

(Robin 23). The narrator compares herselfto the protagonist and writes: ''Tu aimais toi 

aussi, conmre elk, te p e r k  dans la ville' @user le quotidien hqykt, vivre a son bruit" 



(Robin 173). For the @&%&mite, wandering is a way to make the city her own, to leam 

its routes and routines, and to join its ongoing bustle ofactivityactivity 

The protagonists of both The Underpainter and La ~ ~ i t e  take stock of what 

is around them m order to bewme f imdk with the people and their surroundings. 

However, as they gather their information it becomes clear that each has his or her own 

intentions. Austin Fraser wants to know absolutely everything about Sara, her body, her 

history and the objects a r o d  her, and he plans to use his sketch pad wUectEon of 

information to produce his a~ EXis approach resembk that of a thief or voyeur as he 

. - .  
wants to appear invislible, mmtammg a defensive distance h m  his subject, The 

Que-ite on the other hand, is not a voyeur who wants to remdin %nseen," but rather 

someone who would like to particwe funy in her new culhne, wanting to be recogaized. 

For her, enumeration is an intellectual attempt to register Quek, and she tries to s&e 

the ''rklit6 de la M&ropole par la magic! du langage, de l'incorporer a son alt&C par h 

nomenclature," giving the text ' b e  allure d'inventah, de catalogueyy (Couillard 26). 

Numerous lists of bsnlrs, subway stops, restaurants, historical events, menus, political 

parties, tastes, boutiques, and so on, are dispersed throughout the novel memorializiog 

and king their initial strangeness. This infotl.13atiOz1, gathered during the protagonist's 

wande~g ,  leads to her progressive understanding of Quek  and t s  culture. It also 

fimctions to domesticate the fear and anguish that accompanies her displacement marel, 

' M o n W  157). The Que-ite, like Austin, exemplifies BaudriUard's theory that "it is 

invariably oneselfthat one cokts" (Baudrillard 12). As the protagonist collects, she 

gives ''body to her existence": "Noter toutes les dB&nces. Tout cek finkit bien par 

donner de k rWC,  tout cela f inid bien par lui firire comprendre ie Queh, et MonW 



et le park d'ici, tout cek finhit bien par prendre h configuration d'une mwek 

existence7' (Robin 185). Behind the lists ofmuodane details lies a need for wmprehenslon 

and coherence7 but only the occasiod redundancy of the protagonist's gathered 

information o f f i  any sort of satidkhn @d&k7 6 c ~ "  495). The ambvktions and 

enumerations of the Que-ite help her decrypt Mon- and to construct her new city 

topograpbicaUy (Frdd&ic7 'Montdaln 61), but just as Austin carmot all of Sam, 

the protagonist is d i e  to derive a siogle and coherent image of Queibkois culture and 

of herseK Tbe "£idly uni6ed, completed, secure7 and coherent identity is a faatasy" @all, 

CQuestion" 59%). 

Simon Etare1 argues thet the act of is accompanied by 'b processus 

d' iudivid~ion," which he defines as "la capacitt5 de se situer dans l'espafe de d e r e  

a y inscrire - psychiquement - un habitat" ("'MontnW7 160). In La Que-oite, gender 

plays a major role m tbis process, aiding the immigrant's social integration into Quebec. 

The discussion of Volkswaeen Blues illustrates how gender is an important sediment or 

point ofreference for the hybrid Que-is identity, just as it is a key hgment of an 

individual's identity. Therefore, when the Que5oite searches in her 'ksace 

identificatoire" and finds "les femmes, leurs rechercbes, leur combat, leur hiture" (Robin 

127), she is able to use her gender to answer7 in part, the central questiion: 'Qui Qui-je en 

ce Lieu qui m'appouait inconnu?"' (Had, "MontrW 164). Gender, like other aspects of 

the subject, is Buid According to Lioda McDoweU, it is "a construct that is conpent 

with the dominant discourses and practices ofa particular location77 (h4cDowell55). This 

definition implies that gender, or the conception of gender, can be transformed in the 

process of migration, becoming a means of asshnihtion to the national culture of a new 



location, In La Oue-ite, the f& notions and discourses wbich are circulating in 

Que'bec influence the protagonist's concept ofgender- Judith Butler calls the body "the 

cultural locus of gender meaning" (qtd. m McDowell40), wbich suggests that there is a 

relation between bodily perception and the cuiture at large. In Mont&l, the protagonist, 

like the narrator, can breathe more k l y  than in Paris. Removed fiom France's heavy 

hierarchies she reappropriates k body and feels "plus relaxe dans ma peau de femme - a 

part enti- - 6gale - moi-mbe- Les femmes d'ici avaient un air de h i  inconnu de 

moi, M autre rapport a kur wrpsy' (Robin 138). Volkswagen Blues demonstrates how 

the hierarchical dichotomy between the two sexes is being questioned and weakened m 

Que'bec. By adopting contemporary ideas on gender found m Quebecois society, the 

protagonist of La Oue-ite feels as though her body has been returned to her: T h e  

pea., des ongles, des cheved' (Rob'm 139). The t r a a s f o d o n  m her construction of 

gender renders her similar to the other women she meets and assimilates her to one part of  

Q u ~ ~ i s  culture. The Que=iteys declaration of being "neuve icl" refess to a newness 

in her identity that is d k d y  linked to Q u e k  and the infhrences ofits culture. 

Mer adapting to Que'bec's concept of gender, the protagonist integrates herself 

even fUrther into the culture by participating m the political movements of Que-is 

women. Accordmg to Hall, feminism began as a "movement directed at challenging the 

social position of women [ad it] expanded to inchde the formation of sexual and 

gendered identities" ~Questionyy 61 1). In the same way, the protagonist's political 

participation results m her solidarity with other inhabitants of Quebec who share a similar 

identity politics. This solidarity helps transform tbe hgmented city into a "cit6 

convivialey' (FrWric, "t5cdme" 50 1). The terms 'hetropolis" and "politics" sbare the 



same etymon, polis, which means "city" in Greek. Wekine F&kic argues that political 

activity connects citizens, thereby giving meaning to a city (CL&xhe" 502). Unlike Austin 

Fraser, who isolates b I f h m  expkmes ofsolidarity, the Que%tbite's active role in 

the militant We of Que'bec allows her to join and apprehend part of M o m  and its 

culture. La Oue-ite depicts Queilnkois culture as one that wekomes political 

engagement, accepting its various fomrp of activislIl In the first section oftbe novel, the 

protagonist's husband suggests that partic'rpation in political struggles, inchding those of 

wornen, is a good way to make oneselfwekome in a new neighburhood In the second 

section, the narrator inscrrii her protagonist mto the femhrist movement because it is 

"quelque chose d'humdmiste, de bien accept&, d'encourag6 mbe" (Robin 103). The 

Qu&coite's political engagement is more ViSiMe in this section where, ahhough she is 

married to a Que%&ois, she has a greater sense of exclusion and of being an outsider- For 

the displaced protagonist, feminist causes are something to wbich she can relate and that 

she can understand: "cm langage en commun, Quelque chose de vaguement universe1 qui 

lui petmettrait de ne pas sentir la dhembrure'' (Robin 1 18). The "feminine" identity the 

protagonist finds in her '%esace identificatoire" provides a sense of recognition with 

Quecois  women and their struggles, demonstrating again that gender is an important 

part of assimilating to Que'bec. 

Another gender-based way of integrating into Q u e h  is the protagonist's 

identification with Qukbkois women writers. The femirnist movement in Que'bec was 

particularly powem throughout the late 60s and 70s At this time tbe application of the 

discourse of decolonktion, 6hst used in Q u e k  during the Quiet Revolution, shifted and 

was mobilized to express the position of women m QuCbec. F e w  writing refined and 



displaced Hubert A@Cs mtion of "le rmIheur d ' w n , ' '  incorporating it into a 

revolutionary aesthetic of women's writiag (Purdy, "Shatteredy' 3 1). During this period, 

women begin to %mite themselves," as ReaniP does at the end ofBoddy IIana. It is 

contact with this iduestlal writkg that helps render the protagonist "plus rekxe dans sa 

peauyy (Jequin 39). She reads the feminist works ferociously and discovers that she Wres 

'la bardiesse revendicafive, la hardiesse de ton, le bonheur d'tkx&uren (Robin 138). The 

voices of these women writers are so important and notably visible in Que% that the 

nawtor declares: "Ce pa . .  t ' M  apparu c o r n  un lieu de parole fdminine, un lieu oe Ies 

fenrmes avaient queIque chose a dire, a crier... L' ecrihw, ' sans doute le v-le pays de 

ces femmes en me d'un pays" (Robin 138). Both the narrator and protagonist establish 

links with Q u e M  because they relate to its women writers and their works which fight 

- .  conditions of -n d dispossession. The narrator insrribes herself"dans la 

foul& de l'&xiture au ferninin partageant avec les auteures neeS ici des visions de femmes 

fort semblables" (Lequin 35). Evidently, the defkithn of Quebec is expanding and 

becoming more heterogeneous. It no longer depends solely upon ethnicity, and therefore 

the protagonist is able to assimilate to parts of its culture. 

The narmtor lives in the 'lieu de parole feminine" found in Quebec, but neither 

she nor her protagonist has a semse of  truly and completely beloaging to the country. Her 

assimilation to QueWs construction of gender, her new appropriation of her body, and 

her participation in feminist causes and writing, all aid in the migrant's integration into 

parts of Quebkois society, yet she never loses the sense of being an exile. Although she 

actualizes Shmne de Beawoir's fimmus saying, 'Y)n ne nait pas femme: on le devient," 

the migrant also exclaims that Wn ne devient pas que-is" (Robin 54). The narrator, 



like the protagonist, belongs to the world of writiag, but because of her migration and 

situation in "L'eotredeux," she also lives in 'Tentre-dit," struggling to figure out "pour qui 

&xire et dam quelle langue" mobin 204). Her associations with Q u e ! i i s  women and 

their mar-n are not pow- emugh for her to write only for them, for their 

cultllre, and in their language, mr do they domhrate and erase the other kqpmts of her 

identity and their respective collMeCfiOns. Despite her aSSimilafiOn to various parts of 

Que%ecois culhne, particulsrry thostrelating to women, tbe Que-ae cannot settle in 

QueTbec. 

Psychologically, total assimilation to a corntry is almost impossible. The identity 

of a subject is not biologically dehed, nor is it singular or f b d y  fixed. Instead, the 

subject assumes different identities at different times, "identities which are not unified 

around a coherent self' (ItzlZ C'Questio~D" 598). According to Aall, "[within1 us there are 

contradicting identities, pulling in different directions, so that our identifications are 

continuously being shifted about" (Hid, "Question" 598). ThP mumtor of La Oue-ae 

mentions that her ch;nacter "dot b h  avoir quekpes contradictions, qyelque hgilitS' 

(Robin 60). DispIa~ement highlights the internal divisions and muhip% aspects of a 

subject's identity, as migration to a new pkce often results in an even greater 

fragmentation of one's identity- This result renders the C > r ~  d'individualisation.' 

more challenging and complicated because, psychologicafly, the diverse fhgmmts of one's 

identity may desire different C'babitats." The protagonist's kcription into the various 

areas of MontnhI, and into relationships with men ofdifferent types, m t e s  the 

multiplicity of her identity- Although personal relationships can often be characterized in 

terms of power and domination, the protagonist's relationships with men with particular 



attiiIbutes tend rather to reveal the mm b p e n t s  of her own identity, just as Reanie's 

relations with J&e, DanieL end Paul reveal the aspects of her oomposite seK 

On tihe level of d n ,  the use of the wnditiod underlines the idea that these 

men are projections of the narrator's fkgnmted identity* In his article, ' ' L n s c n i  

Difference: The Cbaaging Function of the Alternarrated as a Site of Intersystemic 

Iirterference,'' Anthony Purdy discusses the "aernarrated," a term proposed by Gerald 

Prince. The "ahernsuratedn is a category that inchmdes "all the events that do not happen 

but, nonetheless, are referred to (in a negative or hypothetical mode) by the narrative text" 

(Purdy, "Inscrrbing" 730). All expressions of imposs~Ibility or umealized possl'bility, of 

unfi&kd expeztations and purely imagined worlds, may be found in the wide range of 

expressions embraced by this mode mdy, "Inscn'bed" 730). The narrator uses the 

alternarrated m her creation of La Oue~ i t eys  '%ypothetical world" Writing in this 

mode, she has the M o r n  to manipulate her protagonist's world, hwalling her where and 

as she wishes. The h i  of the alternarrated reinforces the idea that the men of the wvel 

reflect the various identity fkgments ofthe protagonist, along with her diffefent desires 

and felings regarding the process of assimilation- 

By marrying a specific type of maa m each of the novel's sections, the protagonist 

is able to merit their communities, thereby afFrrming certain parts of her own identity. 

While Rennie Word tries to cut off or ignore her roots, the protagonist ofRobin's novel 

wodd Like to establish some. hiIarriage to a fellow inhabitant of a place, regardless of 

their original homebnd, establishes connections and associations with the t d o r y  m 

which one dwells. It therefore participates in the "processus d'individMon3' as a 

means of inseriing oriself into a place, enabling it to become physicaUy and psychologically 



a "hab'i" (Harel, "MonWd?' 160). As the nawtor of the novel tries and tries again to 

instaU her character into M O W  by pJacii her in complex relationships with various 

men, R e  Robin inverts the traditional metaphor, one used by Austin Fraser, which 

associates wo~llan and country. In La OudecOite, the narrator links the protagonist's 

lovers to various areas in M o n W  Snowdon, Outremont, and around the march6 Jean- 

Talon A community is % small-scale and & bounded area within which it is 

assumed that the populatiob or part of it has ceaain characteristics in common that ties it 

together" (McDoweJl100). Therefore, the theciation of  the men, and through them the 

protagonist, with their respective commdtks is an atFrmation of their identitks. They 

can recognize a part of  themselves in their neighbows, demoastrating, as does 

VoIkswaszm Bhxs, that the search for one's identity necessarily includes othersthers Atthough 

the protagonist returns to Paris at the end of each section in La Oue-ite, her personal 

involvement with others allows various fkigments of her identity to invest, at least 

temporarily, in Que'bec. 

The Quebite's Jewish heritage, like her gender, fonns a key fhgment of her 

identity. The discourses of Jewish history and culture that permeate La Oue-ite 

emphasize the i m p o m  of this Sagment m the protagonist's hybrid composition, at the 

same time revealing the potential pllrality of the Jewish identity itself The novel consists 

of a vast range of references to Jewish cuhre, such as pieces of personal family history, 

culinary specialties, traces of important ancient writings, citations firom religious texts, and 

intertextual references to poems and passages of prose (Kwaterlco 18 1). Reghe Robin 

recuperates the collective past of  the Jews using "une parole commkorative et 

emphatique, s'appuyant sur la mhoire identitaire collec~e'' (Kwaterko 179): 



Prendreimevoixsolermeile,entrer&nsla&gende. LemssierevienQaadupays 

d e s t r i b u s ~ d e P a u t r p w t 6 d u ~ o r ~  [..-I IlarrivaaaaJerusakm@ 

du mur occidental Y 806, &-on, la pmkence divine ne s'6tait jamais 6Ioignk Ce 

jour-Ei, tous ks l a  morts en Palestine reSSUSCif* les autres mrts en 

Diaspora ressuderaient quarcmte ans plus tard. Leur montrer qye rkl et Egende 

se &lent, que les Id5 y cfoyaient, (Robin 161) 

The Qu6btkite herself attempts to write a tart with an %&oricaP' perspective, as ha 

own protagonist, Mortre HimmeM, is an old Jewish p r o h r  h m  central Europe who 

is in the midst of prepa&g lectures for a Jewish history course offered at McGill 

University. His work focuses on several historical and embkmatic figures, pa&ulat.ly 

those of Sabbatai David Reveni, Salomon Molcho, and Jacob Frank- "fquiii 

rappellent une tdition d'M&odocie reiigieuse et de subversion cuhelle (du XVI au 

XV52me sWe)  qui a boulevd l'histoire du judaibe europkn" (Kwaterko 178). 

These figures ''incarnent tous un dhmtxement identitaire Zr l'dgard de Pordre sociocutturel 

juif' and they symbolize phuality within the Jewish identity Wwaterko 178). Their 

presence in the text exemplifies how the intertext of Jewish history is central to 

Qu&koite and to the identity of tbe protagonistnist These figures also demonstrate that 

discourse on Jewish identity cannot be reduced '% aucune ~ ~ n i e  discmive, B aucun 

paradigme identitaire jlia(pa&iste, religieq mque, assidatem, diasporique, sioniste)" 

(Kwaterko 180). The heterogeneity fotmd within the story ofMortre EhmelFarb minors 

that of La Oue-ite in general, in that both reveal the potential pturality rod hybridity of 

personal and cultural identitiestities 



In "Snowdon," the tirst part ofLa Oue-ite, the protagonist's husband 

foregrounds the part of her selfthat would like to remain Mhfid to her Jewish culture. 

She -es a Jewish Pole whose parents immigrated to America afta World War TI. 

Together- they set up their lives m Snowdon and live in the house of  the Que~oite's 

aunt- Mhne Yente. The protagonist's decision to marry another Jew and to live in 

Snowdon reflects her desire to dErm her coIMectiOns with Jewish culture (hquirt 36). 

Snowdon is "un quartier Bimmigrants a Paaghip maIhabile o~ subsiste encore l'accent 

&Europe centrale, ou Pon entend park yiddish, et ou l est si M e  de trower des 

comichons, du W e  natte et du matze dl" (Robin 23). The protagonist and her husband 

are intellectuals, as she herself is an author who would give "qyeIques cours aux Jewish 

Studies de McGW while her husband " q ~  aurait fhit ses Wes a McGill et B Cohmbia 

enseignerait l'bmrnie politEque a Comrdia" (Robin 3 1-32). The narmtor expresses 

how the couple "serait b i d  (Robin 36)- how they f e l  at home with each other, 

upholding and sharing the Jewish culture- and enjoying their chosen liviag space. Despite 

these Links, however, the protagonist still feels heavy moments of intense isolation and 

rupture. She notes "Im vide" in her life and asks herselfifthere is "quelque chose 

d'autre?" (Robin 36). In a tone suggestive of her suffering- the Quebecoite declsres that 

'ON NE DEVIENDRAIT JAMAIS VRAIMENT Q ~ B E C O I S ~ ~  (Robin 37)- indicating 

that she is not settled in QueTbec. The protagonist feels at ease with her husband and in the 

Jewish community.- however- the other Sragrnents of her identity, particularly those which 

desire assimilation to QueMois society- are not satidkd. 

The second section ofthe novel, "Outremont," foregrounds that part of the 

protagonist's identity that wishes to assimihte to traditional QueWis culhrre. She 



marries a Trues7 ethnic Queihkois, a d  tdes to integrate into "la bourgeoisie queWwise, 

des flew de Lys en fm forge partout accrochees a son baIconn (Robin 102). Her house is 

signiscant because its "flew de lys" motifreflects her husband's s e l f p o S i t i 0 ~  and 

represents the society to which she would like to asshihe. According to sociologids 

Carsten and Hugh-Jones, "Ifpeople construct houses and make them in their own image, 

so also do they u3e these houses and house-images to constnrct themsehres as individuals 

and as groups" (qtb in M a w e l l  93). "La maison?' is a central them in La Ow!-e 

as it is connected to notions of "settling downn and "feeling at home7' which are 

particularly pertinent to migrants. Traditionally, "la maison'' or 7be home" is considered a 

'Yeminine place,'' but Robin complicates this association because in each section 

(particularly the last two), the men are the ones linked to homes, along with the 

cornmdes in which they are f o d  Gaston Bachelard argues that "dwelling and the 

home are a key element in the development of people's sense of themselves as belonging 

to a place" (McDowell72). The ~ ~ i t e  understands this notion ad, with hopes of 

belonging and integration, she inserts herseIfinto 'the homen through her relationships 

with men. 

The political stance and position of the protagonist's Que-is husband support 

the idea that he is a projection of the side of her that wants to comprehend the dominant 

culture m Quebec. The narrator creates her husbaud as 'b~ avocat, ou un psychktre, un 

. * profeSsomel en tow les cas devenu sous-mrmstre ou haut fonctionmire, passant m e  

grande partie de la semaine B Quebec" (Rob'm 101). She descriibes his political 

engagement and subsequently his strong nationalist sentiment: 'Tl aurait commend a faire 



de la politique au temps RLN. soutenant k gauche du movement et aurait appuyt5 le Parti 

que-is d&s sa misance" (Robin 106). Whenher husband recounts his e x p i e n a s  to 

the protagonist, she shares his profound joy and passion with the "sentiment d'exister 

enfin d'appartenir a une Iongue filbtion de Wes" (Robin 106), fixling that they get dong 

well together. The husband and his thinkhg reflect tendencies in the protagonist that want 

to belong to the ''Nous s i  utilise ki? (Robin 54), but the other hgments of 

her identity are afraid of tbis exc- 

La peur de l'homogddt~ 

de l'unanbitt5 

du Nous excluant tous les auttes 

du pure lake 

elle l'i-grante 

Ia dBrente 

la ddviante. (Robin 133) 

Divided by conflicting desires to assimilate and yet to resist Que-is culture, the 

protagonist is "inint6grable" (Robin 134). She rejects major QuMcois figures such as 

Lionel Groubc, Duplessis and Henri Bourassa (Robin 541, and sees other, more negative 

connotations to 'la flew de Lys": "[ellel a pour @a protagoniste] &&ranges connotations: 

royalistes, anti&mites, mbliaux hnbus de leurs anciens privili5gesn (Robom 134). At times, 

the traditional Que-is culture appears saturated with stereotypes and "cultural racism," 

which sociologist Paul Gilroy links to %e idea of race and the ideas of nation, nationality, 

and national belonging" (qtd in Efaa "Question" 618). The culture leaves the 

protagonist with the impression that %s &angers3' are undesirable, as they are considered 



Tous communistes, tous subvedk, tous r6voWmrairesn mobm 82) or "[vokm] de 

job" (Robin 87). They are therefore Wduits au silence, & l'~'ermnce, B la perte de leur 

Histoire, de kur mknoire, e n f i  dans le mythe" (Robin 83). The Que5ite's 

hesitation to assimilate to the traditjonal cuiture of Q&%ec is undetsfandable as it would 

require her to deny parts ofher identity and lead to Hctbn with her own different belie&- 

Despite her desire for ash ih ion ,  the Q u e 5 i t e  amnot ignore the confkthg 

demands of her other dimensions. The issue of power relations witbin the couple is 

particularly relevant in the second part of La OueMcuite. In this marriage the protagonist 

risks being dominated by her Q~&bkois h u b a d  His passion for QueWcois politics 

pushes the protagonist to say that it would have been ~ s s ~ i l e  de dire NOW in the 

referendum of 1980, "de voter avec les tenants des rnultinationales" (Robin 1 33), even 

though she does not llty support this view- On the one hand, the husband represents 

what the protagonist would like to be, but on the other, he exemplifies those aspects of 

Q u e k  that exchde her h m  the corn* she desks- During painfbl discUSSiOns or 

9 * arguments, % aurait pris l'hab'ide de hi dire que n'etant pas d'ici, elle n'y commssat 

rien" (Robm 132). They often discuss political issues and she tries to understand, but her 

husband, who is strongly linked to politics and the public sphere? puts her "entre 

parenth&en (Robin 148). He dominates her and places her in the private sphere, rendering 

the home she has chosen &ling. In this relationship, the position of the Que%&oite also 

undermines her potential for selfdetermination. When in the company of her husband, she 

must deny the diversity and muitiplic'i of her identity. The mumtor asks, yse sentirait- 

elle bien dans sa peau 'd'ethnique' les soh ou son rnari resterait a Qut%ec?" (Robin 144), 



which implies that she o d b d y  suppresses this other dimension of her personalay. The 

attempt at int- the protagonist into Que%kois culture through the mediation of a 

Que-is husband ends in 6 k e .  She cannot live peacem m the exclusivity of one 

f w t  of her identay, w k n  other parts of her inteIIectual and emotional make-up resist 

her husband's domination his opinions, and at the end of "Outrrmont" the protagonist 

returns to Paris once a g e  

Throughout the novel the Que-ite resists Letting go ofParis and of her 

European past. Her "le me somiem'' will always si@@ something diffkrent h r n  the 

motto on the fbnt and back of Que-is vehicles. For her, the exp-on leads to a 

description of personal and Family memories in Franw and elsewkey whereas for most 

QueWois it alludes to various layers of the nation's collective past. She has dift3cuky 

understanding the local cuhure and making krseifunderstood, as she holds onto her 

Eurocentrism d seems unable to adapt to speaking French and thinking American. She 

is nostalgic for the universals of the Jacobim project of the French Revolution. Even 

amongst her fiiends, the Q.ae=oite panics in the Sragmented physical a d  social 

landscape of MontnW, asking 'Wy a-t-il rien d'wersel ici?" (Robin 158). Familiar and 

old dates and names m Qudbec reinforce the gaps between the protagonist and her new 

and old cultutes: 'Des norm fhdiers. Quartier latin, SaintODenis et pourtant. EUe se 

sectbit au fond de ces caf& beaucoup plus d@y& que sur la Mkh. Le kingage, les 

- .  noms propres d e n t  des psges. EUe le sentmf' (Robin 148). She s t m g g k  in Quebec: 

"Coup& de son Histoire, projet& &ns une autre. Le manque. L'erazlce pourraif-elk 

&re la &me partout dans le mode et pod-eIle  s'y retmuver?!" @tobin 1 18). While the 



various hgments of the protagonist's identity- both new and old, each search for the most 

stable and Mtiog "habitat," the difEcuhy and challenges of the c'pmcessus 

d'individdktion" become increasingty evident- 

In the final section of La Oue%&oite, "Autour du mmcE Jean Talon," tk 

protagonist enters a relationship with a Paraguayan &-grant which reflects "sa peau 

cd'ethniq~e9" and allows her to live her "differenceerence" In his company she can laugh about 

her mixed and phaal identity. As they would understand one another and 

C - "sentiraient entre eux con= un bsne &range'' (Robin 178). The protagonist 

moves into her Iover's home and finds herselfcIose to the march5 J- Talon m a 

neighbourhood of Italian and LathAmerican immigrants She now lives amongst the 

ccethnics'' she refers to as "son wai pays" (Rob'm 143). In contrast to her white-collar, 

Qu6bkmis husband of "Outremont," her lover works in a carton &tory and remains 

c'&emellement un citoyen de seconde mne" (Robin 183). He lives perrmnently on the 

margins of society, excluded fiom the nation's politics Together, they dream of 

elsewhere, they wander the city, and they can see that "ne] Q u e b  tout doucement s'en 

irait vets une soci&e plurielle sans qu7P y praise. T6moins de cette dtamorphose 

inconsciente, ils en seraient aussi les obscurs et anonyms artisans" (Robin 202). This 

lover is a projection of the protagonist's desire for difference and ' b e  ccertaine pluralit6 de 

cultures" (Lequin 36). They are at borne with each other but, as with her previous 

relationships, this one provides only the iIIusion of settlement and rootedness. For the 

protagonist, w siagle identity can align all of her different identity hgments into one, 



overarching and coherent %aster identity" (IIaa v n "  601) and the ds fbtbn  of 

one hgment does not Iead to overall happiness and settlaaent 

The protagonist's dispersion resembles that of M o w  as it is a "Ville 

schizopMne/ chM dkhiken (Robin 81), with rich and poor, French and Ewlish, 

Canadian and American aspects alljimbled together. The t h e  parts of La Oue%koite 

iuustrate the k t  that both she and Q u e 5 i s  society are pluraL and firagmnd A bus 

ride along Sherbrooke, "cette me-fleuve, cette rue Camehn, cette rue jungle," reveals 

sbrklycontrast ingneighbo~ods,~g Westmormtanditshrxario~1~'~ns 

spacieuses de pierres [et] esl#lces riants pleins de joggeurs et d'e&tsn (Robin 81) on the 

way to the Sherbrooke "des pauvres de h &lasse, du bas de la ville... un Sherbrooke 

depotoir (Robin 82). This road, synecdochic of Montrhl, presents the protagonist with 

several different worlds, m none of which can she 5nd her place- Each M o n W  district is 

only one part of Quebec's cultural continuum and, psychologicaUy, is only Y habitatn for 

one fkagmmt of  the protagonist's identity. Although it is rich in varkty, the protagonist 

sees M o n M  as a dislocated space: 

Ville Schkophkne 

patchwork Linguistique 

bouillie ethnique, pleine de gmmeaux 

purk de cultures disloqu&s 

foIkIori&s 

s g b  

sowIaki 



paella (Robin 82) 

a p b  that does not provide the ground she needs in order to establish firm roots. 

Ironically, Austin Fraser bas m desire to 'be cadian," but in the end, through his 

changes and inheritances, Canada becomes a part of him and he wants to keep images of 

the country close by him. It is the Quemite  who, despite her desire for fidl integration, 

cannot remain in the country, as %en ne peut d t e r  Pernure lphysique et de l'idenfif61, 

diminuer la nostalgk ou une certaine coh6rencer) (Lequh 36). 

As the Que!Wmite enters into differetlf refationships and explores the "d- 

hkt6roclite et coIo1~5" ofMontrckl (Robin 147), she begios to understand the city, its 

c ~ t e r i s t i c s ,  and her place - or lack of plaoe - as a mi-t in its midst. She is able to 

learn about Mo- a d  its various f&pm&s, but at the same time 'la d I e  [I'Jengloutit" 

(Robin 52-3). She loses k I f =  "Tu as perdu ton i%ge et ton nom" (Robin 173) and she 

becomes nothing more than "la rumeur douce de cette vilfe sans coh&ence7 sans mitt?' 

(Robin 173). She feels the wearisome need to continue wandering: "TolpossiMe de fake le 

tour de cette a e ,  de Passimiler, de se Pincorporer. Impossible simplement de s'arreter 

quelque part, de poser son balhchon, de dire ouf?" (Robin 173). The urban geography of 

the city is an "espace mouvant" (Robin 138) where the protagonist carmot settle or find 

rest. Instead she must continuously wander: "Toi perdue, a muveau Perraflce7* @tobin 

63). The protagonist's sense ofexile and perpetual wandering stems immediately from her 

experience of immigration, but also participates in the 'tiavail de lajudaiitt5" ofthe text, as 

the Jew is the archetypal figure of displacement The Jewish discourse of the novel 

presents 'Yes traces de Poppression qui 6voquent explic'dement la condition des l a ,  lew 



e- hlst0rk-p et leur conscience" @Cwaterko 175). The QueMcoite d e s  explicit 

the link betweenher "erraace'' and her Jewish heritage: "Depuis toujours nous sonmps 

des errants. hmerrants. Imnmqg&~ Inrma tou~urs'' (Robin 63). Her sense of contltlual 

wandering a d  living between places is heightened m the patchwork of MontrM, as her 

"temps de Pentredeux" hWes mt only being =eatre deux laagues, entre deux vilIes," 

but also wandering between "deux viIIes dans une dk'' @obDm 63). La Oue-ite deals 

with issues of integration, w b k  it b k s  Qu6bec's heterogeneity to "kprobhhat@e 

fictionnelle de Pmivers c d t u r e l ~  (Kwatedco L71): "-nt, is pdsaxe du J a  

comme figure! interposk permet une mise en s&ne de k d@aritC cultmeIle de Montdd, 

de son caracttire de plus en plus Eagmentd et cosmopolite'' (Kwaterko 163). 

Robin's collage technique manifiests the -n, incoherence and sense of 

'hsettlementn which permeates La Oue-ite on several different levels. Just as 

Austin's aesthetic reflects his identity and his perception of Caaada, the aesthetic of 

collage found m La Oue-ite renders the hgmmted identity of the protagonist and her 

perception of Quebec. The migrant's identity and He experkme are split between "la 

m&noire d'un pas6 emptkn," "un peesent que!txkais" and FEIistoire socio-cdturelle de 

la collectivit6 juiven (Pure, "AltSttn 56). The corporeality of  the text, therefore, not 

only reflects the pluralhi and hgmented nature of both the protagoaist and Que'bec, it 

also expresses and represents the experience of displacement. According to Anthony 

Purdy, this experience is: 

one of rupture a d  disorientation, reflected in the collage techoique of the text 

which is made up of multiple flashbacks, geogtapbical displacements, mises en 



abyme, lecture notes, snatches of dialogue and poetry, lists of all kinds, 

interpoIated texts, advertkments, newspaper clippings, television guides, and 

hockey scores. ("Shattered" 30) 

The wwl's reference to various thnes and locations, its internal divlsbn into three parts, 

ts traces of different languages, and its narrative schizophrenia that oscillates between Je, 

T'u, a d  ENe, all indicate the complicating and plraliziog effecfs of migration. Although 

writing helps in the process of assbhhn,  as %n acte de transmutation et &tion d'une 

nowelle appartenance, d'un m e 1  territoire" (Lequin 3 l), it is also a means for the 

migrant to recover parole occuItk, pour prendre son espace" and recount the 

experience of displacement (Couillard 26). 

In the postEace to the 1993 edition of her novel, Robin explains that her only 

ambition "en reprenant les techniques du collage" was to 'Yictioonaliser Phqyiitante 

etrangete que & Ie choc cubel" ("nouvead' 207). Through her eclectic cokt ion  of 

verbal snap shots she had hoped to create memories, fixing the strangeness of her new 

ham. She had wanted to capture k disorientation a d  sense of  rupture before she 

became accustomed and it disappeared (Robin, 'Writing" 174). Collage has its roots in 

Modemism's synthetic cubii where it symbolized in part, a "curious combiition o f  

banality and metaphysical dm&" (Hunter & Iambus 143). According to the painter Max 

Ernst, inherent to the techniqye of wlhge is the conception of  alienation and 

disorientation (Hunter & Jacobus 177), sentiments which accompany the experEence of  

displacement. The technique was wid by the early twentiehxntury avant-garde, 

bteaking with the traditional organic aesthetic of reslism and naturalism. Cubism, which 



introduced coltage and is a movement that infhrenced Austin Fraserys art, was ioitiany 

considered dkmptke with its aesthetic of ccdis-organidon? The firagmentation of its 

subjects was "dehmmnkhgyn and its use of real-He material def '- - ed "pieces ofthe 

everyday." The construction ofLa me-ite employs ditkent aspects of the collage 

MOIL The text recalls the "Found Art" or collage comtructbns made by Kurt 

Schwitters (18874948) with the everyday and waste materials he collected on his walks. 

Richard Hadton's (1922-) use of"p0pubr culture a d  its visual embodimeat in 

advertising imagery and signs" (Hunter & Jacobus 152,332) is also visliile m Robin's 

work. Sharing in the potential heterogeneity and multiplicity of the collage aesthetic, La 

Que%tbite presents "[autant] de fkttes, d'images GmWres ou non de la cuhure 

fixincophone nord-axmkbhe d'un MontmM Widoscopique et phndrmenn - .  
'onnel dont 

L'essence khappe a toute &up&ation par Ie debors" (Couikd 26). The aesthetic 

functions well as a medium to express the experience of initial strangeness and alienation, 

as the multiplicity of its hgments and its appeeraow of disorganktion wntriiute to a 

corresponding sense of incoherence. Despite its I i i g  a d  p l a .  appearance, the 

collage technique of La ~ ~ i t e  expresses the anguish that accompanies dispiacernent, 

hgmentation, uncertainty and lack of coherence. 

The novel's aesthetic of wllage also r e k t s  the post-modern CCcrisis of 

representation" (Jameson vE3- The protagonist's story is not a linear and classical story 

of immigration (a departme, a landing, an iostallrrtion) but rather displays "[un] r e h  

radical de repnkntatbnn (Kwaterko 176): 

ll n'y aura pas de &it 



pasdede~pasdemilieu,pasdefb 

pas d'histoire. 

Entre Elk, je et tu, confondus 

pas d'ordre. 

Ni chrombgique, ni logique, ni logis. (Robin 86) 

The collage techniqye &strates the absence of ked order associafed wah post-modernity 

and the experience of cC~ecLit~riabtio~" This e- r d t s  in '- kcritue 

migranten: 

Il d y  aura pas de &it 

tout juste une voix phuiek 

m e  vois carrefour 

k parole imrnigrante. (Robin 88) 

According to Msef Kwaterko, this "parole immigrantem also corresponds to "la mhmire 

de P ~ t i s s e m e n t ,  a Pangoisse de l'hiettement identitake'' (176). In La OueWcoite, 

the migrant and Jewish experiences are conflated through this "parole migrante," the 

protagonist's perpetual wandering, and the aesthetic of collage. The protagonist "est 

QueWoise et, en &me temps, ne 1 'esfps" Wdy,  " O u e ~ i t e "  102). The reference 

to her as "la Quemite" implies an u d b d h d y  with the l d  language7 but also plays 

on the word coi (feminine coite) which means "silent" or "rendered silent" (Atkins, et a1 

153). In the case of the protagonist, her voice1essness ref- to her marginal position as an 

immigrant, as wen as to what Adon*, refers to, in Negative Dialectics, as the Holocaust's 

desemanticization ofall words (ch3). The t in la Qu6bkoite is the '%race des 

'impossibilit& linguistisues' (13) d'm postmodernifC 'ap* Auschwitz"' m d y ,  



LLAIt&it6" 58), where "tout message, tout rkit aiosi que le ytlnish, fa langue de &ation, 

sont &&s de siiencen (Kwatefko 173). Tbe protagonist is 3me hm&ante a la 'vot  

muette, sceW (85), une tzigane, une juive, qui sait bkn qye 'tout qa debouche sur 

Auschwitz' (76) et sur Pindicible, sur 'Pimpossii.6 de vivle apks' (136)" (Purdy, 

u A l t ~ C n  57). 

La OueWcoite's collage composition suggests the absence or impossibility of 

figmation after the horrors of World War E, just as The Underminter alludes to the 

c ~ I e n  trauma of World Wm I. The w n  of the text implies the inability 

or re- to make a wherent history or story after the revelations ofinhumanity on such a 

sde .  Tbe rmrrator expresses this incapacity, writjng that: 'TI n'y a pas de dtaphore pow 

signiser Auschwitz pas de genre, pas d'&riture... Rien qui puisse dire l'horrew et 

I'impossiibilitC de vivre aprk Le lien entre k laogage et I'Histoire s'est ronq ,~  Le 

kingage n'a plus d'origine ni de ditection" (pobin 141). In our post-modernity, the 

expression of a coherent unified identity, whether personal or collective, is impossible as 

everything has become "irrepr&entable" (Robin 15). Anguish and unhappiness permeate 

the protagonist's story: 'Zlk sentirait qu'elle ne pourrait jamais tout a faa habiter ce pays, 

qu'elle w pourrait jamais tout a Elit babiter aucun pays" (Rob'm 147). Her incapacity to 

settle and her f *  returns to Paris lead to the tealization that she is condemned to 

wader forever amongst the fkagmented landscspe of Tentredeux," rendering 

Oue-ite "un roman de l'khec" ( M y ,  cCAlt&&' 58); there is, however, an element of  

hope in the text, 



La Oue%koite presents a Montrial whose hctumi landscape and 

wsmopo6tanism is "Im hors-ku v&u dam l'akkatbn et Ie mabur, dam le desir des 

enracinements" (Robin, Roman 185) but it also presents the possibility o f a  fertile and 

plural society that would acknowledge "ta nature mowante de sa citoyennetS' (Verthuy 

84). In The Undemahter, Austin has, Eanythiog, a negative e f f i  on Cauada and the 

Canadians he knows, as his carelessness and exploaation o f  the land and its people result 

intragedy- Thek~dof~Canadaisq~dZvet~easpeopkcamptoCanada 

fiom all over Europe and elsewhere. Although Austin's presence reiterates the closeness 

of Caoada and the United States, it does not modajr traditional constructions ofthe 

Canadian identity. In contrast, the protagonist ofLa Oue%&mite participates actively in 

the opening up of Que'bec's cultural identity by confrr'buting to its heterogeneous and 

plural aspects, in her role as "L'AUTRE dans le ~" (Robin 183). Her 'mole 

immigrante" is ambivalent* It is weak, "@mbitu&] B l'ermnce et a Pincertitude, au 

kgmentaire, au flou," and yet powdid as ' b e  parob hasignable 'hqui&te,' 'diraag&,' 

' d k p W  [qua 'travaiUe le tissu mihe de cette ville &latW(l98) ... capable de 

provoquer les changements, de tisser l'aven?' (Lsquin 36). La Wbhite  illustrates the 

fact that the opening up of Qw'bec society, which Volkswagen Blues implies, is still very 

much in gestation. Robin's use of the conditional or "alternarrated" recalls not only the 

ending of Boditv Harm, but that of Hubert Aquin's Prochain b i d e ,  as the protagonists 

of both novels project the completion of their respective missions in a more or less 

problematic fUQPe. In Aquin's novel, the CCalternarrated" serves the purpose of what 

Gerald Prince refers to as discounting= Tt insists upon the ability to conwive and 

manipulate hypothetical worlds or states of affairs and the M o r n  to reject various 



models, conventbas or codes for worki- and iictiommakbg" (Qtd in Pmddy, "Politics" 

108). Robin's novel particularly in the kt section, hints at a more positive experhce of 

Tentredew;" one which would encompass thew ostihrtion of knowel  hmgbak 

social, d'une id- fIoue, phrti-cuhmek, 'identit6 de traverse'" cpllrdy, Wt&itCn 55). 

Wahin La OueLWcoite is the desire fbr a Que'bec whose siagmented construction and 

cosnopolitanisn will be a celebratory collage, not an anguished k n t .  The ~ ~ i t e  

not only hes this growing camwl coIlage, she also helps produce The re-pubbtbn 

of the novel m 1993, and the appeamnce of an English translation in 1997, indicate that 

the "parole immigranten of the 'toiceless" W e r e f  has woven its way into the pattern of 

Que'bec's cultural tapesky, and that it can now be heard 



Conclrrsion 

VoEkswaPen Blues Bow Harm, The Udmmhter and La Oue-ite all 

iltustrate how globalization and its emuing displacement o f  hdkiduaIs have consequences 

for persod and collective identities. As a result of globalization and the growth of 

c m  homogenization, national idenfities are be@ eroded (lTaO, 'Questbn'' 619). This 

erosion takes pclaiculatly interestiog forms, and is most strongly contested, in Que- 

where" in the 1980s fbIlowing the firiled refkendum, there was anUkhtemeat de la 

culhne nationahsten @waterko 192) and a disintegration of traditional, narrowly defined 

identity boundaries without, however7 any wholesalp abandonment ofthe nationalist 

project. Each of the novels discussed in this thesis presents a different view of of or 

Quebec and their respective cultural identities, which d a l i n e s  the k t  that as nations 

they do not have a single, coherent and unified dewon.  Rdgine Robin feels that 

literature "est pnkknent ce qui vient d6f.8ite les identit&, ce qui dhnstruit, &ode les 

certitudes identitaires, met a la d le fimhhme 
. . &urjsant dans lequel 1 est s i  facie de 

s ' e n f d    ducti ion'' 306). The expression m the arts of the nations' collective 

identities is diverse and comes h m  a vm*ety of voices. Urquhart feels that "Lo4 national 

identity may be that we don't have a fixed idea of our identity or of what our role m the 

world ought to be," and she sees this as a positive thing because %e are much more 

flexible'' (qtd in HoweUs et a1 19). According to Stuart HaD, while national identities are 

declining m tbe post-modem and globalized world, "new i d d e s  of hybridity are taking 

their place" CQuestion" 619). Displacement '?dirges the stable identities of the past" 

while Tt opens up the possibility of new articulations - the forging of new identities, [and] 

the production of new subjects" @all, "Question'" 600). Jack Waterman, Pitshine and 



the Que-ite may all be referred to as Queiibkois, but the adjective varies m its meaning 

when applied to each charactery demo- the hyciday of the national identity- 

English Canada has seen a similar shift and expnsbn ofwhat the term L.Canadlan - YY 

encompasses, though it has afways had a plural dimensinn, as madiestecl for example in its 

regional composition. Individually, the novels of Podin, Atwood, Urquhart and Robin 

demonstrate to various degrees the potential heterogeneity of identities, but when studied 

together the multiplicity ofboth persod and colkctive identities psent in the 

postmodern world becomes undeniable. 

The hybtidity of personal and cultural identities portrayed m these novels reveals 

how late-modem societies are cccbaract~ by 'di.fferenceY" (Laclau qtd in H a  

cQuestionn 600). Although globalization is leading to the erosion of national identities, 

other more "Local" or particlaristic identities are being streogtbened by resistance to this 

movement (Hall, 'Question" 619). In The Camdim Postmodeem, Linda Hutcheon argues 

that the postmodem "different" is "starting to replace the humanist 'wersal' as a prime 

cultural duey' (ix), which is "good newsy' to the bmeash& diverse populations of 

Canada and we&. She quotes critic Laura Mulvey who says that, ''Caoadian culture is 

not yet a closed book" (Hutcheon mi. The novels ofdisplacement discussed m this thesis 

all represent in different ways the cultures of Caoada a d  Que'bec as open and fluid, in part 

because each novel is itselfnot a c'closed book." In all of the novels there is a revisitation 

of the past: Jack thinks back to his childbmd with TEo, Rennie to Griswold, Austin to 

summers up north, and the Q u e 5 i t e  to Paris and her family's European history. As 

postmodem texts, however, these works also demonstrate how the past is something 

constructed or reconstructed. "its meaning cannot be eternal and is cedahdy not 



unchangeableft @utcheon, Introduction 22). Hutcheon descnii postmodernisf 

''recording" a d  "inventing" not in terms of products, but as processes which, like 

identities, are not fixed, cbsed, eternal and universal (Introduction 19). The endings of 

VoIkswaaen Blues. Bodib Him. The Udeqahter and La Que-ite aU make some 

sort of reference to the fbture, which supports the idea of the novels being "0-ed," 

As readers, we d ipate  Jack's return home to write with the Indian watching over him, 

Rennie's plans to be a subversive reporter, Austin Fraser's painthg of his t%d aod 

unglazed masterpiece, and the Que-ite's belonging to a f d  and positively pluralized 

society in Que'bec. The emphasis throughout the novels on metamorphosis ofcharacter, 

along with the allusions to fuaher traosforInation in the fimae, reinforce the notion of 

gostmodem identities as being fluid Robin argues that writing "penmet aux identaes de se 

jouer et de se dejouer l a  unes des autres. Elle coostitue des h & s  poreuses, 

trav- par les rEvesn ("Introduction" 307). The liontiers and boundaries associated 

with writjng, nation and identity haw indeed becolne porous and are able to absorb 

differences wbich promote change. As a consequence of the hybridity and fhidity of their 

identities, individuals in the postmodem world can now define themselves 'bar rapport B la 

socikt6 non pas comme un lien, mais c o r n  une potentialit6 de liaisom en peqx5tueUe 

transformation" (Kwaterko 1 96). 

As the works of Po* Atwood, Urquhart and Robin illustrate, identity is %ne 

unite owerte, en devenir, ni d d t d ,  ni pddtemide, capable de se perdre ou de se 

renoweler, se transcendant elk-t&mn (L'Hkult 41). In the glo- world, with the 

increasing occurrence of displacement, identities are not fixed, %but poised, in trumition, 

between different positions," products of complicated crossovers and cultural mixes 



@dl, "Questionn 629). Osdathg between Tradition and T~ia t ionn  (HslZ 

"Question" 629), many hdbiduais, and not only immigrants, find tbemseives in a sort of 

"entredeux,'' m a culture of hybridity. Although for some the reiativisrn of this hybriday 

brings anguish and a difkult indeterminacy, it can a h  be =a p o w d  creative source, 

creating new form that are more appropriate to he-modemitf (Hall, 'Questionn 630). 

Postmodem literature marks "a turning h m  positive trust in a system to an acceptance of 

respo~l~l'bility for the k t  that art and theory are both actively 's&@&& practices - m 

other words, that it is we who both make and make sense ofour cuIturem (Hutcheon, 

Introduction 23). As postmodern "processes," VolkswaPen Blues, Bodihr Harm, - The 

Underpainter- and La Oue-ite are all rich texts which deal with questions of social and 

cultural hyhidity, at the the t h e  demonstrating that, despite their erosion d 

transformation, national identities still play a role in the world of the late twentieth 

century. 
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